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SVIC NOTES
Which Computer Program Should I Use?
The choice of the best general purpose finite element
computer program by an organization is a difficult
one for both analysts and their management, but
recent effort s by the Interagency Software Evaluation
Group (ISEG) shautd make the job easier. The difficutties and recent efforts at solving them are discussed below,
There are many reasons for not selecting a new
program. An analyst will first try to solve a specific
problem using personal knowledge, skills , and experience. If , for example , the analyst is an experienced NA S T R A N user , the first thought is to use
that program; it is the fastest , cheapest, and most
reliable method. The problem is solved, and the
analyst looks good to management. If it isn’t possible
to use NASTRAN, help from a knowledgeable close
advisor or an expert outside the organization may be
necessary, or it may be necessary to acquire a program, put it up, have the analyst learn to use it , and
then solve the problem. Such a procedure is risky,
costly, time consuming, and doesn’t cast the analyst
in a good light. The result of this selection process
is that older programs become institutionalized, and
few new programs are brought into the organization ,
However, because of the many programs now avail-

able •- N A S T R A N, ANSYS , DAISY , MARC-COG,
N I S A , STARDYNE , S T R U D L -l l , ADINA, ASAS,
B E R S A F E , P A F E C , T I T U S , E R U D Y N , PAS , ISTRAN/S, SESAM-69, S A M B A, ASKA and COSA --

the selection process has become complex . l9rst,
it is difficult to obtain unbiased information about
programs. Both program developers and experienced
users tend to emphasize the positive qualities of a

•

piece of software and deemphasize any negative
aspects. Second, few helpful evaluations of programs
have been produced .
In recognition of these problems the 1SEG was formad The group has initiated an effort to critically
evaluate applications computer programs (1 . 2) .
The group is composed of various research and
development agencies of the U.S. government.
Army, Navy , Air Force , National Science Foundation , Department of Energy , and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Members of the ISEG have developed
selection and screening criteria for both software
and evaluators. Fairly detailed evaluation criteria
have been established, and an initial set of codes has
been chosen for evaluation. NASTRAN , A D I N A ,
STAGS, SAP , and a family of shell-of-revolution
codes have been selected for study. The documentalion of these efforts will be similar to a consumer
report on software. Such reports will guide the
potential user to the best particular code and take
a lot of the guesswork out of the selection process.
As more and more g
overnmental agencies require
newer software, the documentation effo rts will
result in cost-effective use of available software
resources. The U.S. government is one of the biggest
users of applications software and will benefit most
by funding these effo rts. It is hoped that each governmental agency will continue this worthwhile effort
by becoming active members and supporters of the
ISEG. It is a cooperative effort , with each member
getting as much out as they contribute.
J.G.S.

1. NickelI, R.E. . “The lntera$,nc y Software Evaluation Group; A Critlesi Structur al Mechanics Software Evaluitton Concept ,”
PacISca Tech. R,pt.. PT-U7$-0248 (Au i 14.1978).
2. Showsjj .,. 1.0. (Mod.ntor). “P anel Sealon — Software Evaluation,” Shock Vib. Bull., 48 (1), pp 28-30 (Sept 197$).
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE
TECHNICAL INNOVATION
The topic of technical innovations was explored recently in an article * by Dr .
Robert C. Dean , Jr . This article explored in detail the fact that American engineers,
among others, have been the cause of the technical and industrial decline that has
led to a loss in productivity . During the period of this decline of innovation in
U.S., such countries as Germany and Japan have moved ahead.

•

•

•

Dean makes the following interesting observations about innovation and wealth .
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Innovation is a fundamental premise for our social comfo rt
and economic prosperity. It is one of the primary sources
of our wealth. The author (Dean) has reached the conclusion that there are only two major sources of wealth.
One comes from natural resources. Obviously, the oil-rich
countries are enjoying a generation of booming bonanza
by selling off their natural resources. But natural resources
are a temporal and limited source of wealth. The only
permanent wellsprings of wealth that I can identify are
those that are associated with the human intangibles,
namely, skill , ingenuity, drive , perseverance, and faith.
Capital alone cannot create real wealth. Numerous economic studies have shown that the growth of an economy
(as expressed by the gross national product) and the increase in productivity are most strongly correlated with
a nation’s innovative capabilities. Historically, this has
always been the strong suit of the U.S. and it has been
responsible for fueling our expanding economy ever since
the earliest days of the republic.

If this is the case , why has innovation reached a plateau? Dean suggests that we
have become a “cautious, demanding-our-retur n-now , low-risk society,” Studies
show that corporations have become cautious and therefore have reduced their
R&D budgets. Of course,technology is de
veloped as a result of R&D.
On the other hand, individual entrepreneurs have not been as aetive as in past
years. Perhaps this means that the affluent society of today is not interested in the
hard w ork ,sacrif ice,and risk involved in entrepreneurship.
What will happen if this trend continues? In all probability the lower standard
of living will be lower for all of us. Innovation is the seed fro m which increased
productivity germinates. And without increased productivity we must accept the
inflation that will result in a lower standard of living.
R.L.E.
D.an, Robert

C., Jr., “Technical Innovation USA,” Mach. En .,
~~

pp 20-32

(Nov
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DYNAMIC SNAP-THROUGH OF SHALLOW ARCHES AND SPHERICAL CAPS
S.M. Holzer
Abstract - This article reviews the curr ent literature
on effects of asymmetric perturbation and the spatial
distribution of the load on dynamic wap-thmugh of
th /l owath.s.ndspheiicaicsp&
A survey of publications between 1976 and 1978
on dynamic snap-through cf shallow arches and
spherical caps indicates that the investigations have
been primarily concerned with the effects of asymmetric motion arid the spatial distribution of the
load on dynamic snap-through. Those effort s are

addressed in this review. A related literature survey
has been presented [1].
ASY M METRIC PE RTURBAT I ON

The studies of asymmetric dynamic snap-through
induced by symmetric loads are based on two methods. In one method conditions are sought that give
rise to parametric excitation of the asymmetric
motion. The corresponding value of the load the
threshold value at which tiie asymmetric response
shows significant growth rate has been defined in
some studies as the asymmetric dynamic snapthrough load [2, 3). In the second method the
Budiansky-Roth criterion [41 is used to predict
asymmetric dynamic snap-through from the nonlinear
motion. Asymmetric components of the motion are
erfections in the symmetric
excited through imp
load distribution [5 . 6, 7) , geometric imperfections
18) and small numerical roundoff errors [2) .
-.

—

,

-

Parametric Excitation
Lock’s paper [9) has been the key reference in many
studies on parametrically induced snap-through; a
ertinent,
brief summary of his work is therefore p
Lock investigated the dynamic snap-through of a
shallow sinusoidal arch subjected to symmetric
step pressure loading over a range of arch geometries.
He identified two distinct mechanisms for initiating
the snapping process; they are referred to as direct
and indirect (parametrically induced ) snapping.
Direct snapping means that the symmetric com•
ponent of the motion grows immediately upon

application of the load, and the arch snaps through.

This behavior is characteristic for low values of the
shallowness parameter. Indirect snapping was observed for higher values of the shallowness parameter.
In this geometric range, the symmetric motion can
parametrically excite the asymmetric component
of the response, which in turn can interact with the
symmetric component to initiate snapping. Accordingly, the problem of indirect snapping can be viewed

in the sense of Liapunov as the stability of the

symmetric motion relative to asymmetric perturbations. This approach was taken by Lock [9), who

reduced the problem of dynamic stability of the
symmetric motion (approximately) to the Mathieu
equation for which regions of stability and instability
could be established in the load-shallowness parameter plane. However, these results represent only
conditions of infinitesimal stability or instability of
the symmetric motion. Thus , it remained to be determined whether the initiation of parametric excitation
of the asymmetric response in an infinitesimal neighborhood of the symmetric motion could lead to finite
motions and dynamic snap-through. To resolve this
question, Lock integrated the nonlinear equations
of motion numerically and applied the BudianskyRoth criterion to determine dynamic snap-through
pressures. He found that the dynamic snap-through
pressures predicted by the nonlinear analysis are
always higher than the pressures predicted by the
infinitesimal stability analysis to initiate parametric
excitation of the asymmetric motion; i.e., the dynamic snap-through pressures are always contained
within the regions of parametric resonance. Moreover,
for high values of the shallowness parameter the two
predictions are quite close. Lock concluded that
“the conditions associated with this resonance
phenomenon must play an important part in the
indirect snapping problem” [91 .
Lo and Masur (11) investigated the dynamic snapthrough of a shallow circular arch. In a manner
analogous to that of Lock (9 ) , they reduced the
problem of the infinitesimal stability of the symmetric motion relative to asymmetric perturbations
(approximately) to the Mathieu equation . The

Oepertmen t of Civil Engineering, Vl,ginle POlytechnic
Institute and State Unive,vty, 8lack~~uip, VA 24061
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conditions of parametric resonance were considered
as measures of dynamic imperfection-sensitivity of
the arch ,
Akkas [31 investigated the asymmetric dynamic
behavior of shallow spherical shells under uniform
step pressure loading. As proposed by Fulton and

Barton (21. the asymmetric dynamic snap-through
load was defined as the threshold value of the pressure at which the asymmetric response shows significant growth rate. In order to determine the
threshold pressure, the asymmetric dynamic perturbation equations were expressed in a form similar
to Hill’s equation. However, the reduction of this
equation to the Mathieu equation was not apparent ,
and numerical solution techniques were employed ,
A comparison of the critical pressures with those of
previous numerical and exp
erimental investigations
(5 , 6, 12) was presented. A brief survey of asymmetric dynamic stability investigations of cylindrical
shells was also given [3] .
Svalbonas and Kalnins [7] compared and evaluated
various methods and computer programs used in the
dynamic buckling analyses of shells. A shallow
spherical cap subjected to uniform step pressure
loading was selected as a test problem. The predictions of asymmetric dynamic buckling of this
shell by various methods were investigated and cornpared. In particular, the program KSHEL (spatial
integration, modal superposition, perturbation approach ) was used to determine conditions of parametric resonance for arbitrary asymmetric perturbations.
The critical pressures predicted by KSHEL were
high upper bounds to dynamic snap-through pressures
and were considered to be unacceptable. It was
reasoned that the approximations introduced to
reduce the governing equations to the Mathieu
equation were not justified for this problem . Potential cures for this approach, which is efficient , are
being tested.
Dynamic Snap-Through
Most methods of predicting dynamic snap-through
from the characteristics of the nonlinear motion are
based on the observation by Budiansky and Roth
[4) that in the vicinity of a certain pressure, which
is defined as the critical pressure, a sudden increase
in the deformation of the shell takes place. The
actual determination of the critical pressure is based
on a plot representing the relation bet
ween the peak

4

value of some measure of response and the amplitude of the applied load, Among the measures of

response selected are average displacement parameters (11) , volume change parameters (6 ,7, 13, 14),
and vector norms of generalized displacements [15) .
If the peak response-load curve exhibits a distinct
jump , the critical pressure is well defined. In some

cases, however, the transition fro m the prebuckling

to the postbuckling pressure is gradual. In others

the peak response-load curve even exhibits an oscillatory character (6 . 7 , 151 ; this suggests that , for a
given value of a pressure causing snap-through, a
higher value can be found that does not. To aid in
the selection of critical pressures under such conditions, various guidelines have been employed. For
instance, the point of inflection or the knee of the
curve below the point of inflection has been chosen
to define the critical pressure [7, 13-151 .

Asymmetric dynamic snap-through of shallow spherical shells under uniform step pressure loadings has
been investigated [7, 161. In one case (71 critical
pressures were obtained via the computer programs
DYNASOR (finite elements, time integration of
nonlinear dynamic equilibrium equations), SATANS
(finite differences, pseudo load method, time integration), and STARS-2D (spatial and time integration, nonlinear equilibrium or p
erturbation approaches). The critical pressures were compared to each
other and to those presented elsewhere [5, 6, 17 ,
181. Comparisons were made on the basis of accuracy, idealization complexity , ease of use, user expertise, and experience required for analysis. One cornputer program [16] can be characterized as a finite
element , mode superposition, time integration
program. Critical loads were obtained for step loadings cornposed of a uniform pressure and a concentrated load applied at the apex of the shell. These
results were compared with others [5,12) .
The asymmetric dynamic snap-through of a shallow
dome support consisting of two perpendicular circular arches subjected to uniform pressure loading
has been investigated [8] . Geometric imperfections
affected the snap-through of one of the two configurations analyzed.
SPATIAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION
The studies of the effect of the spatial distribution
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of the load on dynamic snap-t hrough [15, 19, 201

utilized, in addition to motion criteria [1) -- e.g., the
an energy criterion .
Budiansky-Roth criterion
which represents a sufficient condition of dynamjc
stability. This criterion, proposed by Hsu (211,
was shown to follow directly from a theorem on
extent of asymptotic stability of Liapunov’s direct
method [221 . In essence, the sufficient condition
states that a specific transient load will not cause
dynamic snap-t hrough if the resulting motion initiates
in the domain of attraction of the equilibrium state
and if the total energy along this motion does not
reach the value M during the time of excitation.
M is the chang
e in the potential energy between the
stable equilibrium state, whose dynamic stability is
in question, and the nearest unstable equilibrium
state [22) . The sufficient condition can also be used
if the dynamic load consists of a step load of infinite
duration 123] .

—------ --

perfection-Sensitive Shells,” Shock Vib . Dig..
8 (4), pp 3-10 (Apr 1976) .

—

An unloaded shallow circular arch has been subjected
to impulsive loads with various spatial distributions
[15) . Critical loads were determined on the basis
of the Budiansky-Roth criterion and compared with
lower bounds established via Hsu’s sufficiency condition. Analogous to Lock [9) , two mechanisms of
dynamic snap-through were identified; they are
called immediate and finite time snap-through. The
study showed that the critical impulse is sensitive
to the spatial distribution and that for most distributions the sufficiency condition is considerably less
conservative for finite time snap-through than for
immediate snap-through. However, these results do.
not reflect the effect of damping.
‘

2. Fulton , R.E. and Barton, F.W., “Dynamic
Buckling of Shallow Arches,” ASCE J. Engr.
Mech. Div., 97 (EM3), pp 865-877 (June 1971).
3. Akkas , N., “Bifurcat ion and Snap-Through
Phenomena in Asymmetric Dynamic Analysis
of Shallow Spherical Shells,” Computers and
Struc., 6 ,pp 241-251 (1976).
4. Budiansky, B. and Roth, R S., “Axisymrnetric
~
Dynamic Buckling of Clamped Shallow Spherical Shells,” NASA TN-D-1510, pp 597-606
(1962).
5. Stricklin, J.A., Martinez, J E., Tillerson, J.R.,
Hong, J.H., and Haisler, W.E ., “Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis of Shells of Rovolution by
Matrix Displacement Method,” AIAA J., 9 (4),
pp 629-636 (Apr 1971).
6. Ball, R.E. and Burt , J.A., “Dynamic Buckling
of Shallow Spherical Shells,” J. AppI. Mech.,
Trans. ASME , 4Q pp 411-416 (June 1973).
~
7. Svalbonas, V . and Kalnins, A., “Dynamic Buckling of Shells: Evaluation of Various Methods,”
Nuct. Engr. Des., 44 ,pp 331-356 (1977~.
8. Belytschko, T., Schwer , L., and Klein, M.J.,
“Large Displacement, Transient Analysis of
Space Frames,” Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engr .,
11 ,pp 65-84 (1977).

The dynamic stability of reticulated domes has been
investigated for various static and dynamic (impul-,
sive and transient) load combinations 119, 20) .
Specifically, the hyp
othesis tested is that , fOr each
static load configuration of the equilibrium state,
there exists a dynamic load for which the sufficient
condition of dynamic stability is also a necessary
condition. Dynamic snap-through is decided on the
basis of the phase portraits of the individual generalized displacements. The test results so far support
this hypothesis.

10. Bolotin , V.V ,, The Dynamic Stability of Elastic Systems, Holden-Day (1964).
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ERRATA
DynNnic Stability of Elastic
hupecfection-Senâtive Shells
Volume 8, No. 4: April 1976
The following corrections apply to page 4.
Equation (1):

#

= f(y)

Paragraph 2’ y0, and the corresponding solution is
denoted y(t , y0 )Equation (5): 1y0 1<& 0
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LITERATURE REVIEW k~iE~Z
The monthly Literature Review , a subjective critique and summary of the literature, consists of two to four review articles each month , 3,000 to 4 ,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a “digest ” of literature over a
p
eriod of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor , this section provides the
DIGEST reader with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
160 topic areas. Review articles include technical information from articles,reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion , a survey and evaluation of the new literature,and
recommendations. Review articles are written by experts in the shock and vibration
field.
This issue of the DIGEST contains review articles on finite element-related techniques as applied to acoustic propagation in the ocean and stability problems in
rotor systems.
Dr. Kalinowsk i of the Naval Underwater Systems Center , New London,has written
a two part review article on acoustic propagation in the ocean. Part 1 describes
the application of the finite element method to ocean problems including modeling
and simulation of boundary conditions.
Dr. Iwatsubo of Kobe University describes self-excited lateral vibrations that
cause instabilities in rotating machinery.
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A SURVEY OF FINITE ELEMENT-RELATED TECHNIQUES
AS APPLIED TO ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN THE OCEAN
PART I: FINITE ELEMENT METHOD AND RELATE D TECHNIQUES

-

A.J. Ka1inow~ i1°

Abstract This two part article deals with finite
element-related techniques applied to acoustic
propagation in the ocean. Methods for modeling
and simulation of boundary conditions are dixu ed
~
including the related Boundary Solution Method and
the Boundary Integral Method in Part 1 and transparent boundary simulation techniques in Part 2•

of the bottom is more detailed than is implied by the
usual approach of either a rigid or known prescribed
impedance-type boundary condition.

-

The propagation of acoustic energy in the ocean is
a broad subject involving fluid-solid interaction
effects in a fluid domain bounded by a free surface
from above and by some kind of geological solid
media from below, Solutions for such pertinent
response variables as fluid pressure and solid media
stresses (and deformations) require simultaneous
solutions to pa rtial differential equations governing
both fluid and solid media; coupling of the response
variables takes place across the fluid-solid interface,
The finite element method (FEM) as it exists today
was initially developed (7) in structural mechanics
by the aircraft industry. A complete history is available [14] . Generalization of the technique soon
followed (9] , and the FEM has had many nonstructural applications
fluid mechanics, acoustics,
electro-magnetic field theory, and heat transfer,
In fact finite element conferences have been held for
nonstructural applications [101 . The method is
thus well documented, and a large number of books
have been published, including introductory texts
(1 , 16, 21 , 22) , theoretical books [13, 15) , and
a collection of more than 7,000 references (171 .

Only the finite element-related references were found
that directly address the class of problems considered
in this survey [18, 281 . In one finite element scheme
suggested for acoustic propagation problems 1281 ,
modeling of both the fluid domain and irregularly
shaped multilayered bottom with rotationally symmetric ring elements or planar elements was considered. The solution technique has a sound speed profile
in which variation with both range and depth is
permitted. The technique also has the following
features: the shape of neither the ocean surface nor
the ocean bottom need be flat; both dilatational
and shear waves are p
e rmitted in the ocean floor
model; a dissipative loss factor associated with the
bottom physical properties can be implemented in
the solution; the fluid domain need not be simply
connected, i.e•, voids in the fluid domain, a school
of fish for example , can be accounted for in the
model; the ring element formulation allows threedimensional directional sources to be modeled via
a Fourier expansion of the field solution in angular
harmonics; and the method is immediately adaptable
to existing general purpose programs such as NASTRAN [29] . A demonstration solution using the
same method is given later in this survey .

—

-

-

-

The propagation of acoustic energy in the ocean
involves the interaction between acoustic wave
propagation in fluids and stress wave propagation in
solids. Much finite element-related work is available
in fluids, either fluids alone or interacting with
submerged structures [5, 6, 10-121 , and in solids,
either solids alone or interacting with buried structures (2-4 , 23-27, 461 . Very little finite element
work pertaining to acoustic wave propagation has
been published in which the ocean bottom is treated
as a coupled part of the solution; that is, the model

‘Naval Und.nvat.r Sp’sems Cent.r, Niw London, CTO6X3

-

A Galerkin-type variational scheme that eventually
leads to a finite element formulation has been reported (18) although it is not specifically identified
as such. The fluid domain is treated as rotationally
symmetric, and is bounded by a flat free surface and
by an arbitrary shaped (but rigid) bottom . Further ,
sound speed properties are permitted to vary both
in depth and range. An accurate procedure for
handling the infinite domain boundary condition -i.e., transparent boundary -. at the truncation end of
the finite element mesh is included. Although the
method 1181 works in theory for variable sound
speed conditions, the numerical examples were for
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homogeneous fluid media,bounded by a fIat free surface and by a rigid, sinusoidal shaped bottom in one
case; in another case a flat rigid bottom was treated.

The unknowns are represented by discrete lal values
rather than the continuous #( ) function. The
~ ~ ~
a
values are determined as solutions to a set of
approximating equations with such integral forms as

THE FINITE ELEMENT
AND RELATED METHODS

+ ( g (3)dr = 0 j *1 ,2,...l (4)
~~~~~~~~~~~ I ~
The form of F(ai ) can be obtained by various formulations. The domain fl and boundary 1 are sub
~
divided into K finite element zones (Figure 1) in
which k’ r k denote the domain and boundary of
~ kth element; the integrals appearing in
a typical
equation (4) are thus composed of the sum of the
K element contributions.

The finite element method (FEM) has become firmly established over the past 20 years. ’ Two closely
related numerical techniques, the boundary solution
method (BSM) and the boundary integral method
(BIM) are often used in conjunction with the FEM
(81 ; i.e., part of the field is solved with finite elements, and the remainder is treated with one of
the other techniques. The advantage of combining
the techniques is that usual problems associated with
attempting to model a media domain that extends
to infinity are avoided; the BSM and BIM treat
the infinite domain truncation.
Finite Element Method
Consider the case in which the response of a continuum is expressed by the solution to the partial
differential equation(s)
[A( )) = 0
~

(1)

This solution applies to a domain Z in which bound~
ary conditions
[B( )J
~

=

0

(2)

are satisfied on the boundary r; (A] and (BI are
general partial differential operators, and
are
~ solufunction(s) representing the continuous field
tion.2 The quantity [B(* ) J is often defined as a
mixed boundary value problem; i.e., [B] = [B ,(0)]
c r r , and [B) = (B2 (0)) on r 2 where r = P1 +I’2 .
~

J •}

unknown response function(s)
is approximated by a series of prescribed shap
e functions
[N(Z) and associated unknown multiplying factors
a
The

}

nc {* ( ~~)~

The column vector
a 1) ~

a

= [N( )) Ia
~

}

(3)

} has components, [a1, a3,...

}

K

A

(4a)

JG (*)di2 2 fG~(*)d~Z
~
k—i
K

fg 1 ( ) dr = E j . g )dr
k 1 re ~~
r

(4b)

The
operators refer to the standard assembly
~
rules of structural forms [1 .22] .
The usual condition, although not an absolutely
necessary one, is that the trial shape functions N1( )
be narrowly based; i.e., for an arbitrary unknown~i,
Ni( ) are given zero values everywhere except in
~
elements
containing the unknown a . These trial
~ symmetric)
functions lead to a set of banded (often
set of simultaneous equations for the unknowns Ia
..
~

Substitution of the shape function expansions given
by equation (3) into equation (4) and completion of
the explicit spacial integrations, numerically if
necessary, yield a set of simultaneous equations
for the unknowns a . The narrowly based trial
shape functions affect only the bandedness of the
resulting set of simultaneous equations; they are
not a strict requirement of the FEM technique [30) .
The various finite element approaches differ in the
choice of prescribed shape functions N( ) and also
~ ~ equain the manner in which the approximating
tions equations (4), (4a), and (4b ) are derived.
Specific integral formulations of equation (4) are
constructed either from weak formulations of the
Galerkin , least square, or collocation rfiethods or
by introducing the popular but not always applicable

}

—

--

1, Conc h , descriptions of the FEM , BSM , end BIM h ay, bean published (8) for a .n.ral clues of fluid solutions. Th, iea.ioø~
ment of th us. m.thod s has bs.n condensed In this section , .nd slightly dlff.r.nt notation Is used. R.f.rsnce SI is l .t.rpr.t.d
~
hursin w ith emphasis placed on .~~.cts of th.ss methods rsisv.nt to th • ocean-bottom Interaction problem.
2. Thu standard ( I ,
notation for matrices end column vectors respectively are used in thu fink. sisman t suction.
~~

}
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Figure 1. Definition of Interior Domain £ Z and Boundary P
~
variational principles. In the least square and variational principle formulations, the development of
the F (a ) in equation (4) involves minimization of
~ ~
the functional I(s)
F1(a )
~

0 j = 1,2,...l

aa-

over the problem variables a
form
—

}

,

(5)

where l($) is of the

)d
(6)
)d1’
~ ~~+ fh(~
r
The evaluation of the F (a1) expression in equation
~
(5) usually leads to a set of linear algebraic equations
3
of the form

(K] banded and symmetric , although not all FEM
formulations have this feature.
The volume integration in equation (4) leads to the
generalized stiffness matrix [K] . Attention is tl’..s
~
focused on the various forms of the kernel H )
~~
employed for a specific problem; namely, solving
for the steady state acoustic response in a fluid
domain governed by the Helmholtz equation
V2 ( )+k 2 ( )= 0
~~
~~

l(3) = J H(

=P }

[ K] la}
!

(7)

For either the variational principle or the least
square formulation, it follows from equation (5)
that the G1( ) and g (Ø) are related to H(s) and
~
~
h($) by

G1(0)

aHI.)
aa1

The fluid pressure p is related to the velocity potential by the relation 0 = ic ,pp, with p fluid density,
~
k = w /c , w = frequency ,and c = a piecewise constant
(within an element
sound speed.
~~
A
oH
a
=
G1(6) =
(9a)
(Vs— v$—

a

—

_ _ _ _ _ _

ôa1

The matrix [K] , known as the generalized stiffness
matrix of the system in structural applications, is
obtained from the volume integrals of equation (4),
and the problem loading
is determined from the
surface integrals of equation (4). From a computational viewpoint, it is desirable to have the resulting

I~}

~~~

—

~~~~

Equation (9a) leads to equation (7). Another approach [18] employs a Galerkin variational form .
G1(Ø)

A

A

(8)

=-

(9b)

V 0-V4 i k~~4~1
~
+

The weight function ~i~ (~~) has the form of the shape
functions N ( ) and leads to an alternate form of
~~
equation (7).
A least square approach has been used [31)
G1 (Ø)

=

aH($)
aa•

~

~~~~

A

(9c)

+ k 2$) 2

It leads to still another form of equation (7).

3. In such cases as transient solutIon. ( 1 ) , or with sp.cisI singi. continuous co-o rd inata fink. uiumsnt formulations (381 , aquatlon (7) could b. an ordInary diffsuuntlui squ.tlo n In {a

I.
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Boundary Solution Method

A solut ion technique closely related to the FEM is
that of the boundary solution method, or BSM,
also known as Trefftz method. The shape functions
N satisfy the homogeneous form of the continuum
~
differential equation, equat ion (1), exactly in the
domain £2. The method can be modified to handle
the nonhomogeneous form of equation (1); i.e.,
to find a part icular solution to handle the nonhomogeneous term in the differential equations. An appropriate modification of the boundary conditions
is necessary; consequent’y the generality of the

technique is not restricted in discussing only the
homogeneous case. A mixed boundary condition is
treated,equation (2) is then rewritten.

} — Iø} ‘ 0 on 1’1
(10)
q I— I }= 0 on P2
~
The barred quantities are the prescribed values on
the surface; q } is a natural conjugate variable and
~ } by
is related to 0
~
q} =
(11)
}
~~
~
fO

~

[P] is a differential operator -- e.g., in the previous
acoustic example defined by equation (8), P a( )/
an. Thus q represents the velocity normal to the

=

}

turface.

The shape functions satisfy equation ( 1) exactly;
i.e., [A ([NJ.Ia )) = 0. The a values that satisfy

I}

}

the boundary conditions, equation (10), remain
to be determined. This is accomplished by mult iplying parts of equation (10) by a selected weighting function W ( )
and integrating over the sur-

I 1~ }

face.

f 1W }T ( J$ }
p1

~

—

0 })dP~~ f Iw

}T ( [N) a
~ ~I

I.I) ” = 0 j = 1, 2, ..m
~ q icir w IT
—

~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~
r2

-1~}~r=o
A balanced set of

.çl j
2

~

—
~~

(12)

E[P1 [N)la}

j = m +1,m+2,...l

equations and unknowns express-

ible in the form of equation (7) result. Unlike the
basic FEM discussed earl ier , the [ K) matrix will
not be banded (because the shape functions span

the 2 domain and thus are not locally based ) nor
~
will it be symmetric unless certain precautions are
taken. For example , a collocation weighting function
of the form [W ( )J = 1.0 over the surface area
~~

covered by the jth segment of P and [W 1 ( )) = 0
~
elsewhere usually leads to nonsymmetric [K) matrices. Another approach [8] suggests that a Galerkin type weighting be used; (W ) is equated to the
1
functional form if the shape function (N) is evaluated at the surface. This leads directly to a symmetric [K) matrix for either (but not both) of the
boundary conditions, equat ion (10), applied over the
entire region P. Mixed boundary conditions with

a special least square treatment [8] can also indirectly lead to symmetric [K) matrices.
Boundary Integral Method
The boundary integral method (BIM) is useful in
treating domains that extend to infinity. Suppose
the solution4 0(x) can be expressed in integral form

•(~) = f G~ (~~)Ø(!)d!+ f G2 (~~2)P0(Y)d!
p
r

(13)

G 1 and G 2 are singularity functions and are usually
a consequence of Green ’s identity; P is the differential operator defined in equation (11) .
Equation (13) is discretized ,assuming

Ib }
~~I
PØ(~ ) =IM3
T Ia}
~~
0(i) = IM”

(14)

Mb (~ ) } J M ( ) are interpolating funcI
~~ ~
tions for evaluating or P0
on the surface. If the
•
domain P interfaces with a surface made up of
where

,

finite elements, such as that encountered in a mixed

F EM-surface integral approach, the finite element
shap
e functions can be used for Mb at the interface . Eo’ iion (14) is substituted into~equation (13);
~
upon evaluation of the resulting expression by
collocation over a discrete set of
surface points ,
~ of the form
a linear set of equations is obtained

1

[R’) I a }

( ’) I b}
~

(15)

These equations are the desired form , relating surface
unknowns a
and b
For example , if P0( ),
~
or equivalently
b , is specified on r, equation
(15) can be used ~
to solve for Ia
(X) ’ ( ) b}.
~ ~
A specific example of the G , and~ G 2 expressions of

}I

-

4. A single vector O is taken seth . unknown; however , tha BI M Is not lImited to thi. situation.
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equation (13) is given for the acoustic case (equation
(8) holds in Si); [33) , G2 and G are related to the
free space,Green’s function 133) .
exp(— k —Vj/c)
~~
G( ,V)
~
4nI -Vt
~

=

where G 1 -2aG/an(VJ; G2 -2G; and V is a dummy integration variable as on the surface domain
F. In fact expressing G1 and G2 in this manner
infers that equation (13) is the Helmholtz integral
equation for this particular case .
Features of the Methods
Numerical solutions employing each of the methods
described have certain advantages and disadvantages.
The list in reference [8) is adapted for ocean applications.
With the FEM:
• Both the ocean (fluid) and bottom (solid) are
easily represented with finite elements. Because
the total fluid and bottom domain are modeled
with individual finite elements, each with its
own set of physical constants,the following can
be represented: solid media with multi-material
prop
erties (e.g., layers); and a fluid with a
variable sound speed profile in one,two,or three
directions. Further,the boundaries of the media
can be irregular, so that sea mounds, for exampie,can be included in the model,
• Nonlinearities can be included in the formulae.g., a nonlinear representation of the
tion
bottom media stress-strain law. This is accompu shed at the exp
ense of treating the time variation as a transient, rather than a steady-state,
problem,however.
—

• Due to the locally based shape functions, the
final equations for the discretized unknowns are
banded (and usually symmetric), thus offering
certain computational advantages with relation
to speed of solution and computer storage
capacity .

I

are physically
• The unknown parameters a
identifiable; e.g., displacement and pressure
variables for the ocean-bottom interaction
problems.

}

• The number of unknown parameters Ia is large
in that both the volume domain £Z and surface
domain r are discretized; this is a disadvantage
for ocean problems, especially if a total threedimensional representation is considered. Practically, two dimensionaI planar or rotationally
~
symmetric domains are considered to maint
ain
a manageable number of degrees of freedom;
theoretically, however, the method is entirely
applicable to the general three-dimensional case.
• Representation of the infinite domain presents
a problem where only approximate truncation
boundary conditions are normally employed.
ght
• For steady-state problems, as many as ei
elements per wave length could be required to
adequately model the domain [3, 35) ; however,
the methodology of reference [18) appears to
require less fine modeling with their particular
approach (e.g., two elements per wavelength).
• Singularities that arise under concentrated loads
are troublesome to model; e.g., the representation of a point (or line) source radiating from
some location in the ocean as treated in reference
(281 .
With the BSM:
• Exact solutions, except for unknown constant
coefficients, are required as shape functions in
the entire problem domain; thus, the successful application to variable sound speed fluid
media (or when combining fluid-bottom domain
problems) is doubtful except for simple situations in which the media is homogeneous and
linear.
S

The number of unknowns is smaller than with
the FEM for the same size domain ; however,
~
a computationally desirable banded (and possibly
symmetric) generalized [K) matrix is not usually
realized.

• Physical identification of the parameters is not
usually p
ossible; e.g., the unknowns are coefficients of a solution expansion of some kind.
• Infinite (or semi-infinite ) domains and singularity loadings are readily treated; this is of particular importance in the ocean-bottom interaction
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4. Lysmer, J. and Drake, L., “A Finite Element
Method for Seismology ,” Methods in Computational Physics, B. Bolt, ad., Academic Press

With the BIM:
• The boundary integration techniques are usually
limited to homogeneous media because of the
unavailability of the integral equation formulations for the more complicated nonhomogeneous
media involving variable sound speeds. This is
a disadvantage relative to the ocean-bottom
interaction problem; however, the BIM still
could be of use in S mixed formulation as explained in Pan 2 of this survey,
-

-

• Even if the media were homogeneous, proper
treatment of p
ortions of the boundary -- the
ocean bottom or its surface that extends t
~
infinity could create numerical difficulties.
—

• The number of unknown parameters is related
to the number of surface point discretizations.
• The linear discrete equations, equation (15),
involve inversion of matrices that are not banded
nor symmetric. Solutions to large, complex,
matrices are often difficult; the final results
are not necessarily numerically accurate, and
unreasonably long computer run times are
typical.
• Application of the BIM often involves subtle
numerical difficulties; in particular , the cavity
resonance condition [34, 55) , in which steadystate driving frequencies w are at or close to
certain characteristic wave numbers of the
fluid domain.

(1972).

~

6.

Kalinowski, A,J., “Fluid-Structure Interaction,”
Sock and Vibration Computer Programs, Reh
view and Summaries, Pilkey and Pilkey, ads.,
SVM-10 , Shock and Vibration Information
Center (1975).
Chen, L.H.

and Pierucci ,M., Underwater Fluidstructure Interaction,” Part I, Part Ii, Shock
Vib. Dig. (Apr-May 1977).
,

.

-

7. Turner , M.J., Clough, R,W., Martin, H.C., and
Topp, L.J., “Stiffness and Deflection Analysis
of Complex Structures,” J. Mronaut . Sci.,23
(1956).
8. Zienkiewicz , O C., Kelly , D.W., and Bettess, P.,
~
“The Coupling of the Finite Element Method
and Boundary Solution Procedures,” Intl. J.
Numer. Methods Engr., II (1977).
9. Zienkiewicz , O.C. and Cheung, Y.K ., “Finite
Elements in the Solution of Field Problems,”
The Engineer (Sept 1965).
10. Gallagher, R.H., Oden, J.T., Taylor , C., and
Zienkiewicz , O.C., Finite Elements in Fluids
Vol. 1,Viscous Flow and Hydrodynamics,John
Wiley & Sons (1975).
-

11. Gallagher, R.H,, Oden, J.T., Taylor, C.. and
Zienkiewicz, O.C , Finite Elements in Fluids
~
Vol. 2, Mathematical Foundations, Aerodynamics and Lubrication, John Wiley & Sons
(1975).
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STABILITY PROBLEMS ON ROTOR SYSTEMS
T. Jwataubo
Abstract This survey is concerned with self.excited
lateral vibrations that cause instability of rotating
rn.chlne,v. Instability phenon,ena are deacribed and
classified.
-

F
-‘

This article reviews self-e’ cjted lateral vibrations
that cause rotating machinery to become unstable.
The following causes of instability are described;
internal damping, dry friction, journal bearing (oil
whip ), fluid forces, ball bearings, universal joint , and
asymmetric factors,
Instability due to Internal Damping
Rotor whirli ng due to internal friction was first
experimentally found by Newkirk (11. This phenomenon was explained by Kimball (2) It is now
generally treated in standard texts [3-51 .
-

Assume that a rotor consists of a disk of mass m and
a massless shaft with a spring constant k. The rotor
is supported by rigid bearings; internal damping
c exists in the rotating shaft and external damping
~
Ce in the system . The equations of motion of the
system

du
du
d2 u
m r Ce j CI(’dj +wv) ku f (t)
~
~
~
~
2
dv
dv
d v
— a u) +kv f v (t)
m—j +C e---— +C i (
~~~
~
dt
dt
dt
+

+

+

(1)

is the angular velocity of the rotor. Equa~
tion (1) can be written in complex form by setting
Z = u iv (i =
where

+

-

1)

dZ
dZ
d2 Z
iwZ) +fl 0Z
+d (
j 4
~~~~
~~ ~ ~~~~
external internal damping
damping force
force
,

where de =

~~~~ , d ,

-i- ,

2

F U)

(2)

The solution of equation (2) can be written in the
form
.

X

=
=

~~

(4)

d i+de
d-

The first equation means
the vibration mode at
the boundary of instability region is L2o; the second
equation represents the boundary between stability
and instability.
that

The character of internal damping by substituting
equation (3) into equation (2).
F = id1(X
~

—

Because X flu, the sign of the internal damping
force changes at the rotating speed w =
~~ If w <
£2 , positive damping occurs; if w >
damping
~
~~
is negative.

.

This phenomenon, which has been clearly explained
(3-6) , is summarized in Figure 1. The direction of
the internal damping force is as same as that of the
external force below the critical speed; above critical
speed,the directions are opposite.
Much work on instability due to internal damping
has been published, including stability of rotor
systems with internal and external dampings [7-9) ,
stability of rotors with internal and external damping
and supp
orted by asymmetric stiffness bearings
(10 , 11), stability of a continuous rotor system with
internal and external damping [13, 14) , and influence of nonlinear internal damping force on the
stability of a rotor system [151 A discussion of
experimental and theoretical results is available (121 .
-

— .
~~~

Z = Ae~ t

Substitute the expression of equation (3) into aquation (2).

(3)

‘Auoc. Prof., Th. Ficulty of En~Ine.nng, Kob. Univ.riity ,
Rokko Nada Kob. 657,J.p.n

Instability due to Dry Friction
Instability due to dry friction has been explained
(6) ; it is shown in Figure 2. When radial contact
is made between the surface of a rotating shaft and
some static region, Coulomb friction induces a
tangential force on the rotor . Because the friction
—
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Figure 1. Instability due to Internal Damping

—

force is approximately proportional to the radial
component of the contact force, conditions for
instability exist. The tangential force induces a
whirling motion that increases the centrifugal force
on the rotor, This force in turn leads to a large
radial contact and hence an increase in the whirlinducing friction force.

/

///~

Figure 2. Instability due to Dry Friction
As (A r) is very small, instability due to dry friction occurs at slow rotating speeds. Various work
has been published
—

(16.201 .

The rolling contact between the shaft surface and
the static region is shown in equation (6).

Instability of a Rot
or System due to Journal Bearing

(Oil Whip )

R-r

= (~ E*~no )

o >o , nO <0)
~“

(6)

where r and A are the radius of the shaft arid the
static surface respectively, and c and Z0 are the
~
speed of the rotor
rotating speed and the whirling ~~
respectively,

The basic concepts of oil whip were established by
Hon (21). The instability of the rotor system has
been studied with practical models [22-30) .
Instability of a Rotor System due to Fluid Forces
When fluid is accidentally trapped inside a hi
ghspeed rotor, the fluid causes instability at supercritical speeds
Stability of centrifugal
pumps [34) and self-induced oscillation due to
aeroelastic tip clearance effect in turbomachinery
[351 have been theoretically calculated.
(31-33) .

This whirl occurs only under the condition shown
below.
- -)(C ,> (~~~ ~

£ 2)

(fl < 0 )

( 7)

The aeroelast ic instability in labyrinth seals has been
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studied [36-38) . In such an instability a pressure
perturbation in the seal between the high and low
pressure teeth can cause an elastic response of the
seal rotor or stator element about a virtual pivot
p
o int located on the high or lower pressure side of
the seal.

P1, P P4. B3, and B4. Oscillations of the type
t2ca, ±3w , ±4w are due to P P3. 83, and B4 plus
B4, S3. and S3. Forced oscillation (+2w ) of second
order critical speed are caused by B , S5. and S2 plus
~
5,,. Instability vibration is caused by B5 , S2 and S2.
Vibration of ball bearings has been extensively
studied (39-471 .
,

Instability due to Ball Bearings
The vibration of a rotor suppo rted by ball bearing s
is caused by structural, manufacturing, or construction errors of ball bearings, the rotating shaft , and
pedestals,

‘

-

Instability due to Universal Joint
When a rotor coupled by a universal joint (Hooke’s
joint) to a motor is driven by that motor ,the angular
velocity and torque of the rotor vary . The torq ue acts
as a parametric exciting force [48-523 .

Instability factors include those within the pedestal:

Instability due to Rotor System Containinó Asymmetric Factors
Factors that cause asymme t ry have to do with the
shaft , moment of inertia of the rotor , arid the bearings. The effect of each factor and of combinations
are important.

of centerlines of both pedestals;
noncircularit y of housing;
flaw or dust on the housing plane;
P4; loosening of the pedestals; and
flexibility of the pedestals,
P1;

misalignment

P3 ;

P3;

P3 ;

Instability factors within ball bearings include:
B1; inequality of radius of balls;
B2; noncircularity of outer radius of outer ring;
B3; deviation of groove of outer ring from the
circular plane;
B4; misalignment of centerlines of outer and inner
circles of outer ring;
B5; noncircularity of inner circle of inner ring; and
B6; deviation of groove of inner ring from the
circular plane.

Consider the equation of motion: the asymmetry
of the shaft, moment of inertia, and bearing. The
equation of motion is written in the matrix form.
-,

f[M+M(t)1 X+(D+D(t))X+ (K+K(t))X+ (K R+K R (t))X L=0

(

A

,
~
~~~~~~~~~~

L

+

(8)

+

I
.
—

~

—

_ ~~~~ .

.
— ‘

‘
~~~~

--

11

,2

Figure 3. Rotor Model
-

B4 .

-

K T (t ))X (K L K L (t ))X L = 0
A
(.) T : Transverse of C - )

Notations are shown in Figure 3

S1; noncircularity of the journal;
S3; flaw or dust on the journal;
S3; deflection of shaft; and
al shaft.
S.; horizont
—

(K T +

\

Instability factors within the rotating shaft include:

Vibrations can occur because of one or more of the
factors given above. Backward synchronous whirl
is attributable to P 5, P2. P3. P4. Ps , 82, B3, and
Vibration due to noncircularit v of radius of balls
is due to B1 Forced oscillation caused by passing
the balls is caused by P1, P2, P3. B4 , and 5,,. Vibration due to responses of ball bearings in low-speed
region is caused by P 1. P2. B3, and B4 plus B ,
~
S , and S3. Forced oscillation of one-half subhar~
monic type is due toP 1, P3, P4, B3, and B4. Forced
oscillation of sum and difference type is caused by

,.

M

=

diag. [m m A Al

fo

0

0

0
0

0

M(t)=

0

0

L0

0

0

-~,Acos2wt
— Asin2wt
~

0

1

-Msin2wt (
Mcos2wtJ
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(A E - A , )
~

~

(C 11

A

- 4(A E + A fl )
~

,

AA

=

C1

—

~~

(C 11

÷C 1 j
~~~

,

AC 1

=

C2 =

~~

(C2 1

C2 2 )

,

AC2 = ~4(C21

+

a

=

k 1 +k 2

,

P

=

k 5 Q k 3 Q2
~

,

=

k 12 1 +k 2 Q2

2

2

Aa

,

A
~

Set c,j = c 13, c2 1 c22 , Ac 2 ~cA c 3 ‘~0.and K L(t)
= 0. Equation (9) becomes a constant coefficient~ dii’

— C2 2 )

C23 )

ferential equation. Work has been published for discrete systems [55-67) and continuous systems
(68-71).

Ak 2 Q2

With a symmetric shaft and bearings and a system
with asymmetric rotational inertia, Ak 1 — Ak 3 0,
c 13 = c 11, c = c 32 ; thus,th~~~~~ f ry’ 0 AC,
~
AC2 — 0 in the coefficient matrix , equation (9). The
equation of motion becomes a constant coefficient
differential equation 172-751 .

—

Ak 1 +Ak 3

= Ak 1 Q 1

-

2

= Ak1 Q 1 +Ak 3 Q2
2

Equation (8) without an asymmetric factor of moment of inertia was first discussed by Smith (53) .
Equation (8) containing all factors has been systematically discussed [54) . Stability was discussed
for each combination of asymmetric factors. Each
combination of asymmetric factors has been studied;
see the Table.

With a symmetric system having rotational inertia,
an asy mmetric shaft , and bearings, set AA = 0 in
equation (8). The equation of motion is
(MX

With a symmetric bearing, asymmetric shaft ,and with
rotational inertia, c 11 = c ,2 and CC2 I = c22. The
equa ion of motion, is therefore similar to the case of
~
a fixed support bearing system. Rewrite the equations
of motion in a coordinate system that rotates at
shaft speed,
M t
E

+

+

•

KIR E~

(K

(K EL

~

+

+ K

K ERI E = 0

EL

S

K

EL

(t )=

0

0
=

0E

AC3 cos2wt

(K

+

+

(K

R

+K R ( t ) )X

(K L +K L ( t ) ) X

L

0

(10)

O

L

C

0

0

In a two-pole turbogenerator , the magnetic force
ween rotor and stator differs two times in one
bet
cycle. This phenomenon is similar to the case just
described [881 .

—AC 2sin2wt
0 -AC 2 sin2wt —AC 2 cos2wt

0

( K + K ( t ) )X

With symmetric rotational inertia , bearings, and an
asymmetric shaft system , set A = 0, 12 = c 11,
c 25 = c22. Equation (9) formulated as a rotating
coordinate system has the same form as equation
(9) or has a constant coefficient matrix. Because
the analysis is not difficult , this problem has been
studied very well for discrete systems [82-84) and
for continuous systems (85 87) .

where ME, DE, KER, KEL, and are constant matrices,
0

0* +

There is a time-varying coefficient; the investigation
has been well developed for discrete systems [75-80)
and for continuous systems (80) -

(9)

0

+

4 K (t))X
~ ~~ ~

( t ))EL = O

AC5 cos2wt -A C 1 sin2wt
AC I sin2wt -AC1 cos2wt

( ‘ 1 H1 ’ 2 H2 )
~
~~

=

Table. Combination of Asymmetric Factors

Element

Case

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

Shaft

Asym.

Asym.

Asym.

Asyrn.

Sym.

Sym .

Sym.

Bearing

Asym.

Asym.

Sym .

Sym.

Sym.

Asym.

Asym.

Moment of
Inertia

Asym

Sym.

Sym.

Asym.

Asym.

Sym.

Asym.
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With a system having a symmetric shaft , rotational
inertia, arid asymmetric bearings, set A = 0, t&a
AU A =0. Equation (8) becomes
~

(M3
-

‘

~~ K~~

+
X

DX

+

+

KX

K LX L

+

K

R

X

L

=O

(11)

0

The equation of motion has constant coefficients
[891.
A system consisting of a symmetric shaft ,asymmetric
rotational inertia, and bearings system has never
been studied.
Finally, rotor systems under a parametric exciting
force have been studied [90, 91) as have nonlinear
rotor vibrations [92-97) .
,
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BOOK REVIEWS
STRESS WAVES IN NON-ELASTIC SOLIDS
W,K . Nowacki
Pergamon Press, Oxfo rd (1978)

This book (translated from Polish) summarizes
research to 1974 in a continuum mechanics treatment
of wave propagation in inelastic materials. Mainly,
characteristic solutions are described for small strain
problems with constitutive descriptions relevant to
both met
als and soils, The review is especially cornby Polish workers. it has
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Nowacki first describes several theories of plasticity
for small strains considering yield functions that
allow for hardening and rate sensitivity . Solutions
are then presented for a number of problems of
loading and unloading according to some timedependent compressive stress boundary condition,
Some involve solution by the finite difference mathod along characteristics but most are closed form
solutions,
The longest chapter deals with bar waves; i.e., plane
longitudinal waves of uniaxial stress, Some uniaxial
strain problems are also treated. Cases of stress-strain
relations of both concavities (upward and downward) are treated. Problems of reflection fro m obstacles are also dealt with , The next longest chapter
considers plastic longitudinal-transverse waves. This
is an area in which the author has made a substantial
contribution, especially in non-self-similar problems.
Nonhomogeneous media are treated,as well as beams ,
plates, and plane two.dimensional stress waves,
Shorter chapters treat spherica l and cylindrica l waves,
and stress waves due to thermal shock. A list of conclusions is typically given at the end of each developmont.
I recommend this book to workers in the field of
solid mechanics, as it brings together considerable
research on problems in plastic wave propagation,
Little contact is made with experimental results by
the author, limiting the book’ s usefulness. The

printing is not of uniformly good quality , and there
are a few printing errors in equations and some
Confusing notation,
J,J. Dick
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
University of California
P,( BOx 1663
~
Los Alamos ,NM 87544

ACOUSTIC DESIGN AND NOISE
CONTROL
VOLUME 1, ACOUSTIC DESIGN
M. Rettinger
Chemical Publishing Co., Inc., New York (1977)
This, the first of two volumes, is virtually a reprint
of half of an earlier text (1973) of essentially the
same title by the same author and the same publisher.
There does not appear to have been any significant
updating or revision of the 1973 version,a review of
which appeared in the DIGEST (6, July 1974).
An indication of the lack of updating is the statement
that useful publications by the Acoustical Materials
Association are available, Unfortunately, that organization has, after several attempts to reorganize,
apparently closed its doors; its last booklet was
published in 1975 while the organization was called
the American Board Products Association.
A number of highly personalized accounts in the
book make pleasant reading, but not all of the
acoustical design information should be taken as
gospel. Some of the acoustical design guidelines -do
not rest on Correct physical principles. For example ,
the suggestion that noise sensitive buildings be set
well back from roads is a good one but not because
the hard ground in between causes the spreading loss
to be 3 dB/distance doubled rather than 6. Such
placement does not alter the 6 dB per doubling rate
due to spherical spreading. The hard surface can
raise the sound pressure level of the source for a
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given acoustic power level, perhaps as much as
3 dB. In addition, a blanket condemnation is made
of concrete as a structural material in high-rise buildings because of its relatively low internal loss factor.
This negative aspect of concrete should have been
balanced against its high structural impedance which
allows such simple isolation methods as carpeting
to be highly effective in reducing impact sound and
springs that isolate machinery vibrations, Carpet laid
on a wooden floor in a frame building would not
reduce the foostep noise anywhere nearly as well
as carpet in a concrete structure. Furthermore, the
loss factor in steel structures is even lowet , roughly
an order of magnitude, than that in reinforced concrete.
Much of the discussion of auditorium acoustics
neglects the critical aspect of scattering and places
heavy emphasis on the traditional concepts of ray
tracing and the assumption of an ideal diffuse field,
Although one can easily criticize many of the details
of the book , it is a lively account of a wide variety
of topics in room acoustics and contains much
usable information. It is,however,not recommended
as a definitive reference book on the subject. The
reason for reprinting a text , dividing it into two
volumes, and falsely implying that two new books
have been created are probably logical only to someone in the publishing business,
K. Kleinschmidt
Senior Engineer
Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Inc.
1033 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
STOCHASTIC PROBLEMS IN MECHAN ICS
S.T. Ariartnam and H,H.E. Leipholz ,editors
University of Waterloo ,Canada
This unusual book is based on a symposium held
in September , 1973, at the University of Waterloo;
participation was by invitation. Each of the six
chapters focuses on a general area and contains
specific information on stochastic processes.
The first chapter is an introduction to the general
theory of stochastic processes and includes discussions of stationarity, the Kolmo-Gorov-Fokker-

Planck equation, and response phenomena. Probability in optimization and decision problem in design
are also described , as is a mathematical approach to
deformation of structural media using an operational
application.
The second chapter concerns dynamic systems. The
initial paper discusses control of dynamic systems
during uncertain disturbances. Other papers consider
stochastic aspects of dynamic systems with application to Markov processes and beam analysis, including
stability of weak stochastic linear systems, application of martingale theory to optimum filtering, and
modeling of earthquake data by stochastic means.
This last is informative because most analyses having
to do with response to earthquakes are based on
shock spectrum responses.
The third chapter describes structural systems. A
pap
er on identification of structural systems using
test data has been a subject of much research effort .
Other papers consider reliability of imperfe ct systems, dynamic buckling of structures with random
imperfections,and probabilistic treatments of column ’
buckling problems.
The fourth chapter addresses simulation and numerical methods. The first two papers consider digital
simulation via FFT techniques of a random process
and simulation of a narrow-band random system. The
third pap
er considers a spectral analysis of randomly
sampled systems, a new field with applications to
many areas of flow measurements. Recent applications have been concerned with wind tunnel measurements and flow measurements of rotating machinery .
The last paper considers an experimental investigation
of random cutting forces in a turning operation and
hasdirect application to machining.
The fifth chapter is concerned with fatigue. Most
tests and analyses have concentrated upon constant
amplitude tests. The fairly new topic of random
fatigue is introduced by defining random fatigue ,
the way it is evaluated from tests,and when it can be
applied in reliability processes. Additional papers
discuss fatigue damage in composite flawed plate
specimens and combination of static (mean) stress
and random imposed vibratory stresses. The reviewer
would have liked more experimental papers on this
subject .
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The last chapter considers two old subjects — hydrology and fluid mechanics in new wrappings -- random processes. During the last two decades, hydrology and fluid m echanics have progressed from a
deterministic world to a random world. The initial
pap
er considers stochastic aspects in hydrology . The
second pap
er discusses peak distribution and wave
number sp
ectra of surface waves, The last two papers
dwell on wave propagation along a random boundary
and stochastic prediction of extreme waves and
sediment transport. This chapter concentrates on
recent aspects of random theory applied to fluid
motion.
-.

j

—

This book is thus of current interest. It includes
information about a number of subjects that have
ers
in common stochastic processes. The various pap
inform the interested reader of the important role
that stochastic processes play in mechanics. The
reviewer would like to see more symposia of this
erimental and analytical
nature and more detailed exp
endeavors in mechanics of stochastic systems. The
book is recommended to those interested in obtaining either an introduction to stochastic processes or
a broad description of random responses.
H. Saunders
General Electric Co.
Bldg. 41 , Room 319
Schenectady. NY 12345
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SHORT COURSES
DY NA MIC ANALYSI S O F STRUCT URES
Dates:
March 19-22,1979
Place:
Detroit , Michigan
Objective. This seminar provides practical laboratory
experience on getting good data and recognizing bad;
diagnosing machinery with Vibration Spectrum
Analyzers; solving structural problems with Transfer
Function Analyzers; and demonstrations using state
of the art FFT processors.
Contact : Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego,
P.O. Box 671, San Diego, CA 92112 (714) 2687100.
-

APRIL
RANDOM VIBRATION AND ACOUSTIC NOISE
Dates:
April 2-4 , 1979
Place:
The Op
en University, Milton Keynes,UK
Objective: The , course will cover the following
topics descriptions of vibration and acoustic data;
~
response properties of mechanical systems; probability and amplitude functions; correlation and spectral
density functions; data collection, processing and
analysis; applications to vibration prediction problems; applications to frequency response estimation problems; applications to multipath propagation
problems; applications to source localization problems; and applications to stru ctural and equipment
failure prediction problems,
Contact: Dr. MA, Dorgham, Facult4r of Technol.
ogy, The Open University , Walton Hall , Milton
Keynes MK7 6AA , UK (0908 )63945.
-

V IBRATION AND SHOCK SURVIVABILITY
Dates:
April 2-6,1979
Place:
Wilmington,Massachusetts
Objective. Topics to be covered are resonance and
fragility ph nomena,and environmental vibration and
~
shock measurement and analysis, also vibration and

_

_

_

shock environmental testing to prove survivability.
This course will concentrate upon equipments and
techniques , rather than upon mathematics and
theory .
Cont
act: Wayne Tustin, 22 E. Olivos St., Santa
Barbara,CA 93105 - (805) 963-1124 ,
MACHINERY VIBRATION MONITORING AND
ANALYSIS SEMINAR
Dates:
April 10-12, 1979
Place:
New Orleans,Louisiana
Objective: This seminar will be devoted to the understanding and application of vibration technology
to machinery vibration monitoring and analysis.
Basic and advanced techniques with illustrative case
histories and demonstrations will be discussed by
industrial experts and consultants. Topict to be
covered in the seminar include preventive maintenance, measurements, analysis, data recording and
reduction, computer monitoring, acoustic techniques,
misalignment effects, balancing, mechanical impedance and mobility , turbomachinery blading, bearing
fault diagnosis, torsional vibration problems and
corrections, and trend analysis. An instrumentation
show will be held n conjunction with this seminar,
~
Contact : Dr. A L. Eshleman, Vibration Institute,
Suite 206, 101 W, 55th St., Clarendon Hills, 1L
60514- (312) 654-2254.
-

MARCH

CORR ELATIO N AND COHERENCE ANALYSIS
FOR ACOUSTICS AND VIB RA TIO N PROBLEMS

Dates:
April 16.20,1979
Place:
UCLA
Objective:, This course covers the latest practical
techniques of correlation and coherence analysis
(ordinary, multiple,partial) for solving acoustics and
vibration problems in physical systems. Procedures
currently being applied to data collected from single,
multiple and distributed input/output systems are
explained to: classify data and systems; measure
propagation times; identify source contributions;
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evaluate and monitor system properties , predict
output responses and noise -co nditions; determine
nonlinear and nonstationary effects; and conduct
dynamics test programs.

and dynamic analysis. Among the programs discussed will be TABS, ETABS, DRAIN 2D , and
DRAIN-TABS , which have a proven history of
successful application to building earthquake studies.

Contact: Continuing Education in Engineering and
Mathematics, UCLA Extension, P.O. Box 24902,
Los Angeles, CA 90024 (213) 825-1047.

Contact: Continuing Education in Engineering,
University of California Extension,2223 Fulton St.,
Berkeley, CA 94720 - (415) 642-4151.

-

APPLIED TI ME SERIES A NALYSIS

Dates:
April 23-27 , 1979
Place:
UCLA
Objective: This course is intended for users of digital
time series who require modern methods of data
analysis. Topics include data collection and processing, digital filtering, filter design and stability, statistical problems in data analysis, fast Fourier transform
and its implementation, power spectral density
calculations and input transform functions from data.
Contact: Continuing Education in Engineering and
Mathematics , UCLA Extension, P.O. Box 24902,
Los Angeles,CA 90024 - (213) 825-1047.

.

_

MAY
MACHINERY V IBRATION ANALYSIS
Dates:
May 8 10 ,t979
~
Place:
San Diego.California
Objective: The topics to be covered during this
course are : fundamentals of vibration; tran iucer
~
concepts; machine protection systems; analyzing
vibration to predict failures; balancing; alignment;
case histories; improving your analysis capability;
managing vibration data by computer; and dynamic
analysis.
.

Contact: Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego,
P.O.- Box 671 , San Diego, CA 92112 (714) 2687100.
-

-

-

NOISE-CON SEMINAR
Dates:
April 26-28, 1979
Place:
Purdue University
Objective: This seminar will emphasize the fundamentals of noise control engineering, machinery
noise control, in-plant noise, and measurements and
facilities for noise control . This is the eighth Seminar
which has been organized by the Institute to acquaint
individuals just entering the field with the basic
principles of noise control and with practical methods
for control of machinery and in-plant noise ,
Contact: NOISE-CON Seminar, P.O. Box 3469,
Arlington Branch, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603 - (914)
462-67 19.
EARTHQUAKE ANALYSIS OF MULTISTORY
FRAME AND SHEARWALL BUILDINGS
Dates:
April 30- May 1,1979
Place:
University of California , Berkeley
Objective: This seminar is intended for engineers
involved in the design and analysis of earthquakeresistant structures . It will be devoted to the practical
application and u c of computer programs for static
~

THE FIFTH ANNUAL RELIABILITY TESTING
INSTITUTE
Dates:
May 14-18, 1979
Place:
University of Arizona
Objective: To provide reliability engineers, product
assurance engineers and managers and all other
engineers and teachers with a working knowledge
of analyzing component, equipment , and system
performance and failure data to determine the distributions of their times to failure,failure rates,and
reliabilities; small sample size, short duration, low
cost tests , and methods of analyzing their results;
Bayesian testing; su ended items testing; sequential
~
testing; and others .
Contact: Special Professional Education ,College of
Engineering, Lniversity of Arizona, Old Engineering
Bldg., Tucson,AZ 85721 (602) 626-3054.
-

STRUCTURE D PROGRAMM ING AND SO FTWARE
ENGINEERING
Dates:
May 21-25,1979
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Place:
The George Washington University
Objective: This course provides up-to’date technical
knowledge of logical expression, analysis, and invention for performing and managing software architecations will
ture, design, and production. Present
cover principles and applications in structures programming and software engineering, including stepwise refinement , program correctness, and topdown system development.

processing of data are also studied. These include
complex notation , fourier analysis, separation of
v- riables, the use of special functions, and spectral
~
and àorrelation analysis.

Contact : Continuing Engineering Education ProGeorge Washington University , Washington,
D.C. 20052 - (202) 676-6106 or toll free (800) 4249773.

NOVEMBER

gram ,

JUbIE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION STRUCTURAL MONITOR.
INC TECHNOLOGY
Dates:
June 18-19,1979
Place:
Los Angeles,California
Objective: A theory and practice course covering
each of the various facets of acoustic emission structural monitoring technology; basic phenomena,
state-of-the-art applications, field testing experience ,
applicable codes and standards and instrumentation
design and calibration. This course also includes
“hands-on” operation of minicomputer and micro-’
computer acoustic emission systems. This course is
designed for potential users of acoustic emission
structural monitoring systems.

-

-

Contact: C.A. Parker , Nuclear Training Center,
Atomics International, P.O. Box 309 , Canoga Park ,
CA91304 - (213) 341-1000, Ext. 2811.
AUGUST
THE SCIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL
FOUNDATIONS OF ENGINEERING ACOUSTiCS
Dates:
August 13-24 ,1979
Place:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Objective: The program emphasizes those parts
erties
of acoustics — the vibration of resonators,prop
of waves in structures and air — the generation of
sound and its propagation that are important in a
variety of fields of application. The mathematical
procedures that have been found useful in developing
the desired equations and their solutions, and the
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Contact: Richard H. Lyon, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Room 3-366 , Dept. of Mech. Engrg.,
Cambridge ,MA0 2139.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
Dates:
November 5-9, 1979
Place:
San Diego ,California
Objective: This course will cover the latest techniques of analyzing noise and vibration in rotating
machinery and power-driven structures. The workshop will cover both the theory and practical aspects
of tracking down malfunctions and preventing failures caused by unbalance, misalignment, wear , oil
whirl, etc. Included in the course will be demonstrations and practical , hands-on experience with the
latest noise and vibration instrumentation: Real Time
Analyzers, FF1 Processors, Transfer Function Analyzers and Computer-Controlled Modal Analysis Systems. Actual case histories and specific machinery
signatures will be discussed.
Contact: Spectral Dynamics Training Manager, P.O.
Box 671, San Diego, CA 92112 - (714) 565-8211.
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ARE AVAILABLE

The Institute of Noise Control Engineering has
sponsored a series of International Conferences on
Noise Control (the INTER-NOISE series) and a series
of National Conferences on specialized topics in noise
control (the NOISE-CON series). To date, seven
International Conferences (one each year, 1972 1978) and three National Conferences (1973, 1975 ,
1977) have been held. INTER-NOISE 79 will be held
in Poland in September of 1979 and NOISE-CON 79 ,
with the theme “Machinery Noise Control,” will
be held at Purdue University in West Lafayette,
Indiana on April 30-May 2, 1979.
A limited number of copies of all of the Proceedings
of past Conferences are still available, including the
Proceedings of the International Conferences held
overseas in Copenhagen in 1973, Sendai (Japan) in
1975 ,and Zurich in 1977,
Information on the contents of each volume , prices,
airmail surcharges and other information may be
obtained from the Institute of Noise Control Engineering, P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch, Poughkeepsie , NV 12603.
NOISE/NE W S BEGINS EIGHTH Y EAR
O F PUBL ICATION
NOISE/ NEWS, published bimonthly

for the Institute
of Noise Control Engineering, begins its eighth year
of serving the noise control community with the
January-February 1979 issue. During this period,
there were two very significant bills passed by the
U.S. Congress: the Noise Control Act of 1972 and the
Quiet Communities Act of 1978. The Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) also took
important steps towards a revision of its workplace
noise regulation and federal agencies such as EPA
and DOT have issued many proposals and regulations
concerning noise. All of these items have been regularly reported in NOISE/NEWS.

More than 1500 government reports on noise have
been listed, and contract award information is also
published. Standards news and news of national and
international noise Conferences appears in each issue.
A limited number of specimen copies of NOISE/
NEWS are available upon request in order to acquaint
potential readers with its content. Copies may be
obtained by writing to NOISE/NEWS, P.O. Box
1758, Poughkeepsie ,NV 12603.
FREE VOLUMES OF NOISE CONTROL
ENGINEERING FOR NEW INC E ASSOCIATES
The Institute of Noise Contro! Engineering has
announced that two free volumes (six issues) of the
bimonthly technical publication Noise Cono’oI
Engineering will be given to individuals who become
new Associates of the Institute in 1979. The offer ,
intended to encourage individuals interested in noise
and its control to participate in the activities of the
Institute,will enable new Associates to begin building
a library of back issues of Noise Con b-el Engineering,
the only publication in the United States which
publishes refereed articles devoted exclusively to
noise control.
Any individual interested in noise control may become an Associate of INCE; Associates receive the
bimonthly publication Noise/News in addition to
NoIse Control Engin eering.Associates also receive
mailings of meeting programs of National and International Conferences organized by the Institute.
The INCE Associate application form and specimen
copies of both Noise Conb-ol Engineeringand Noise!
News are available fro m the Membership Secretariat ,
INCE , P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch, Poughkeepsie , MV 12603.
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ABST RACT CATEGO RIES

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

PHENOMENOLOGY

Analogs and Analog
Computation
Analytical Methods
Dynamic Programming
Impedance Methods
Integral Transforms
Nonlinear Analysis
Numerical Analysis
Optimization Techniques
Perturbation Methods
Stability Analysis
Statistical Methods
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of a criterion for convergence of the solution and an empiric el definition of the extent of damage is included. Applications of the procedure to an airplane wing structure and
a tru ss are presented .

A NALYS 1’S A N D DES ’GN

STATISTICAL METHODS
(See Nos. 429 ,430)

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
79-396

FI NITE ELEMENT MODELIN G

Noulinear Dynamic Respo.ae of Reinfo rced Concrete U nder Impulsive Loading Reaeaieh Statue and

Needa
0. Buyukozturk and J.J. Connor
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge, MA 02139, NucI. Engr. Des.,
~~
pp 83-92 (1978) 10 figs, 31 refs

79 398

Dynamic Finite Element Analy esa of Cracked Bodice
J.L. Glazik ,Jr.
Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL , ASME Paper
No. 78-PVP-94

~~~~~ ,

-

Key Words: Reinforced concrete, Dynam ic response, Nonlinear theories

Key Words:
Cracked media, Finite element technique ,
Dynat -‘~~ structural analysis

Current research status is presented for the multidimensional
nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete subjected to impu lsive load conditions. Strategy for the solution of nonlinear
dynam ic equations is discussed. The description of the development of models for material behavior is given . Further
research needs and interests for the development of improved
analysis capabilities are indicated,

Application of th e finite element method to problems involving cracked bodies subjected to impact loadings is diicussed . Mass matrices for a simple , well.established singular
element have been developed and appli ed to the problem of
a centrally cracked strip whose ends are loaded by a step
ten sile stre ss. The results agree well with those obtained
by using a much higher ord er singular element. Results are
also presented for this problem employing an equally coarse
finite element mesh with no singular element at all , and good
agreement is demonstrated .

NUM ER ICAL ANALYSIS
79-397

79.399

Analyác of Optifliated Structures
y B . Venkayya, N.S. hot,and F .E. Eastep
~
Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab.. Wright-Patterson
Air Forc Base , OH , AIAA J., j (1 I) , pp 1189~
1195 (Nov 1978) 3 figs,2 tables,20~ refs
Vulnerability

Elementa for Nonlinear Eigbnvalue Pmblesns
A
‘
ith
pp a ona in Poet-Bucklin g Behavior of
~
~~ ~
Structures and Structural Dynasnica
Finite

G.M Dib
Ph .D. Thesis ,

Univ. of Southern California (1978)
Avail: Micrographics Dept., Doheny Library , USC ,
Los Angeles, CA 90007

Key Words: Vulnerability , Stiffness, Iteration , Optimum
design, Finite element technique , Aircraft
An iterat ive method for the ana lysis of damaged structures
is presented in the context of the displacement method of
finite.element analysis. The method consists of first finding
the solution of the undamaged structure and then determining the perturbed solution due to the damage by using
the first two terms of the Taylor ’s esries expansion of the
init ial solution. The elastic analy sis of the effects of the
dama ge, the elastoplastic analyslø of the effects of material
yielding, and the estimation of the loss of frequency and
mode shape deterior ation are diecussed. A brief discussion

Key Words: Finite element technique, Eigenva lue problems,
Nonline ar theories
Development of finite element formulations for specific
problems (I.e., nonlinear eigenva lue problems) involving citIte r mult i.velued solutions, stability, bifurcation , or branching behavior is considered . Finite element variational approx imations are developed for this formulation. In p r ticular , problems of post-buckling of structures and nonlinear structural dynam ics are considered.
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79-400
A New Algorithm for Integration of Dynanic Sy..
~

SURVEYS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

tame

M. Gellert
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Technion Israel Inst. of Tech.,
Haifa, Technion City, I srael , Computers Struc.,
9 (4), pp 401-408 ( Oct 1978) 5 figs, 11 tables,

79-402
Mechanical Damping of Filled Pladics
L.E. Nielsen

Key Words:

Key Words: Reviews, Damping, Plastics

Plastics Consultant , Redm o nd , Ofi 97756, Shock
Vib. Dig., 10 (10), pp 9-1 1 (Oct 1978) 12 refs

B refs

Finite element technique , Dynamic systems

A high precision unconditionally stable algorithm for cornputation of linear dynamic structu ral systems is described .
Local tru ncation error analysis is made and rate of conver gence Is proved. Applications to problems allowing cornparison with existing results are presented. Excellent agreement with exact solutions is achieved .

-

-

The effects of filler agglomeration on damping and mechanical behavior are reviewed . It has been found that damping
and elastic modu li of filled plast ics are ver y sensitive to the
state of agglomeration of filler particles.

—

79403

Swninary of NASA Landing-Gear Reaeardi

DESIGN TECHNIQUES

B.D. Fisher , R.K. Sleeper,and S.M. Stubbs
Langley Res. Center, NASA, Langley Station . VA ,
In: CTOL Transport Technol., pp 773-804 (1978)

79-401

N78-29056

Element Jnverae Perturbation

Key Words:

Redesign of Structural Vibration Modes by Finite

K.A. Stetson, l.R. Harrison, and B.N. Cassenti
United Technologies Res. Center, East Hartford ,
CT . Rept . No. UTRC/R77-992945 , AFAPL - TR 78-21 . 70 pp (May 1978)
AD-A057 662 GA
~~

Research relative

cushion landing
diacussed .

Key Words: Design techniques, Computer-aided techniqu es,
Fin ite element techniques , Pertu r bation theo ry
.

f

powered-wheel

taxiing, air

gear is

Marine Propellers: Fluid Mechanics and Mechanical
Properties (Citationa from the Engineering Index

..

Data Bane)
G.E. Habera m ,Jr.
National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
VA , 114 pp (Sept 1978)

NTIs/Ps-78/1o26/0GA

Key Words: Bibliographies, Mar ine propellers, Mechan ical
propert ies, Noise generation
Various configurations of marine propellers are investigated.
Mechanical properties , fluid dynamic and hyd ro dynamlc
properties, and propeller noise are among the parameters
relearched . This updated bibliography contains 108 abstracts,
20 of which are new entries to the previous edition.

CRITERIA , STANDARDS, AND
SPECIFICATIONS

-e

t o t ire t read ,

systems, and crosswind landing

79404

The application of the inverse perturbation method , orig inally devel oped at United Technologies Research Center ,
directly to the output of a finite element computer analysis
of a structure is demonstrated. A new structural design tool
has been developed wh ich has the potential for application
to the mathematically complex structure of a turbine blade.
The initial step in this direction was the redesign of a flat
plate and a 45 degree arc of a cylindrical shell , both mounted
as cantilever beams. Included in the report , in add ition to
a detailed review of the contract work , is an overview of the
concept of inverse perturbation, and a detai’ed description
of previous UTRC work on redesigning structu ral v~ ,rat ion
modes by inverse perturbation subject to minimal change
theory .

-

q

.

Reviews, Landing gear

79.405

Marine Propellers: Fluid Mechanics and Mechanical
Properties (Citations from the NTIS Data Bane)

( See No. 519)
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VA , 234 pp

National Technical Information Service . Springfield ,
(Sept 1978)
NTIS/PS-78/1025/2GA

Kaman Aerospace Corp., Bloomfie d , CT , Rept.
~
No. USARTL-TR-78-1 4,24 pp (June 1978)
AD-A058 19715GA

Key Word s: Blblioqraphies, Marina propellers, Me&in ical
properties, Noise generation

Key Words:
Reviews, Hel icopter engines, Rotary wings,
Rotors , Dr ive shafts, Resonant response

Various configurations of marine propellers are Investigated.
Mechan ical propert ies, fluid dy namic and hydrody nani ic
properties, and prope ll.r noise are among the parameters
Invest igated. This updated bibliography contains 228 abstr acts, 15 of which are new entries to the pr evious edition.

An historical review of Kaman Aerospace Corporation hellcopter development effort was conducted. Information
pertaining to instances of engine/a irframe/drIve tra in incompatibility was extracted from the resulting review data.
The details of each incompatIbil Ity problem and Its solution
are presented end discussed . These problems wars found to
be associated with normally occurring rotor and dr ive system
vibratory excitations and resonance ampllf led rotor and
drive system vibratory excitations.

79-406
Noiae Control for Motor Vehic les (Citations from the

.

I

NTIS Data Bier)

D.M. Cavagnaro
National Technical Information Service, Springfield ,
~ S-78’1010/4GA

NT iS

Key Words: Bibliographies, Motor veh icles, Noise reduction ,
Automobiles, Trucks , Buses, Engine mufflers, Tires
Thea. citations cover different methods to control noise
generated by motor veh icles. Although most of the studies
concern tru cks, automobiles , buses, and motorcycles are
also covered . The bibiiogrpahy discu sses engine noise suppression, mufflers, and tire noise reduction.

Key Words: Bibliographies, Roofs
Structural properties, thermal analyses, and dynamic iisponles under loads of roofs and roofing materials are inve~
tigated . Optimum design configurations vs studied. Hem
loss phenomena through roofs and waterproofing techniques
are researched.

79.407
Noiae Control for Motor Vehidea (Citations from the
Engmeenng Index Data Base)
D.M. Cavagnaro

National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
VA , 159 pp (Sept 1978)
NTIS/PS-78/1O11I2GA
Key Words: Bibliographies, Motor vehicles, Noise reduction ,
Automobiles , Trucks, Buses, Engine mufflers , Tires
The controlli ng of noise from different types of moto r
vehicles Is discussed in these citations. The cited retearch
reports cover noise control throu gh tire , muffler , and engine
design. The types of vehicles studied include automob ile,,
trucks , buses , and motorcycles.

79.408

Eagiae/Airfrasne/Drive
Docssmentation
MA.

Train

Dynamic Interface

B es
~~

79-409
Roofs and Roofing Techno logy. Volume 1. 1964 1974 (A Bibliography with Abatracta)
G.E. Habercom,Jr.
National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
VA 154
(Se 1978)
NTIS/PS-78/1012/OGA
.

79.410
Roofa and Roofing Technology. Volwne 2. 1975
Auguat 1978 (A Bibliography with Abatract a)
G. E. Habercom ,Jr.
National Technical Informat ion Service, Springfield ,
VA , 80 pp (Sept 1978)
NTIS/PS.7811013/8GA
-

Key Words: Bibliogr aphies, Roofs
Stru ctural properties, thermal analyses, and dynam ic responses u nder loads of roofs and roofing materials are lnvsa.
tigated . Optimum design considerations are studied . Heat
loss phenomena through roofs and waterproofing techniques
ar, researched.

79411

Earthquake Engineering: Bu dings, Bridges, Dams
~

38
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and Related Structures. Volume 2. 1974 - September
1977 (A Bibliography with Abatracta)

G.E. Habercom,Jr.
National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
VA ,372 pp (Sept 1978)
NTIS/PS-78/0941/1GA
Key Words: Bibliographies , Buildings , Bridges, Dams, Earthquake resistant structures, Seism ic response
Seismic phenomena relative to buildings , bridges , dam s,
end other structures are investigated . Damage assessment
is made and design inadequacies are revealed . Suggestions
for structural improvements for dynamic response are presensed. Abstracts on site selection and earthquake-proofing
for atom ic power plants are Included. This updated biblio.
graphy contains 366 abstracts , none of wh ich are new entles
to the previou s edition.

79412

Earthquake Engineering: Buildings, Brid ges, Dams
and Related Structures. Volume 3. October 1977 -

August 1978 (A Bibliography with Abstracts)
G. E . Habercom ,Jr.
National Technical Information Service. Springfield ,
VA , 119 pp (Sept 1978 )
NT IS/PS-78/0942/9GA
Key Words: Bibliographies, Buildings , Bridges, Dams, E~~ hquake resistant structures, Seismic response
Seismic phenomena relative to buildings , br idges, dams ,
end other structures are investigated. Damage assessment
is mad. and design inadequacies are revealed . Suggestions
for structu ral improvements for dynam ic response are presenSed . Abstracts on site selection and earth quake-p roofing
for atom ic power plants are included. This updated bibliography contains 112 abstracts , all of wh ich are new entries
to the previou s edition.

79413
Trananisa.on Line Vibrations
V. Ramamurti ,S. Sathikh ,and R.T. Chari
Indian Inst. of Tech., Madras 600036, India , Shock
Vib. Dig., i.Q. (11) pp 27-31 (Nov 1978) 63 refs
~
Key Words: Reviews, Transmission lines , Vibration damp ers,
Strings
This article briefly reviews the general behavior of trans mission lines, vibration damp ers , bundle conductors, and
spacers ,

~~~~~~~~

-

— .-.- -

79-414

Thennosn.cbanical Vibrationa
T.J. Chung
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., The Univ. of Alabama in
Huntsville, P.O. Box 1247 , Huntsville, AL 35807,
Shock Vib. Dig., 10 (11), pp 17-25 (Nov 1978)
63 rots
Reviews, Thermal excitat ion , Fiber composites

Key Words:

This article surveys dynamic problems in th ermomechanics.
A special case has to do with nonlinear thermomechanica l
response in fiber composites. Linear and nonline ar vibration
pr oblems in the r momechanic s are associated with elast icity,
vis oelasticity, plasticity, and magnetoelasticity. The gener alized thermoelasticity dealing with second sound is also
dis ~uund .

79-4 15
Band Saw Vibration and Stability
AG. Ulsoy and CD. Mote ,Jr.
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of California , Berkeley,
CA 94720, Shock Vib . Dig., 10 (11), pp 3-15 (Nov
1978 ) 6 figs , 2 tables
Key Words: Reviews,Saws, Moving strips
This paper evaluates the most significant research achievements reported in the international band saw vibration and
stabili ty literature. Fundamental research developments
in vibrations that are usefu l in other areas of research , as w.ll
as active and potentially fruitful research areas, are emphasized .
79416
Recent Pro gress in the Dynamic Plastic Behavior of
Structures. Part II
N. Jones

Dept . of Ocean Engrg., Massachusetts Inst . of Tech.,
Cambridge, MA 02 139, Shock Vib. Dig., 10 (10).
pp 13-19 (Oct 1978) 13 rots
Key Words: Review,, Dynamic pla sticity, Beams, Plates,
Shells , Structural elements
This ~~o-p~~ art icle reviews the literatu re on the dynamic
plast ic response of structures published since 1975. The
review focuses on the behavior of such simple structu ra l
components as beams, plat es, and shells subjected to dynamic
loads that cause extensive plastic flow of material. Part I
deals with recent work on the behavior of ideal fiber .r ein.
forced beam s, higher modal response of beam s, the influence
of tran sverse shear and rot ato ry inertia , approximate math .
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ods of analysis, rapidly heated structures, fluid-structure
interaction , and dynamic plastic buckling. Part II contains
a discussion of a few nu merical studies on the dynamic plastic response of structures and some miscellaneou s comments
and concluding remarks.
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79419
Evalnatlon of Solution Schemes for Nonlinear Structusea

D.P. Mondkar and G.H. Powell
Div. of Structura l Ertgrg. and Structural Med~ ,
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of California, Berkeley,

Guided Sound Trannniaaion Through L ayers

N. Romilly

Dept. of AppI . Mathematical Studies , Univ. of Leeds ,
Leeds LS2 9TJ , UK , Shock Vib. Dig., 10 (10), pp 3-

7 (Oct 1978) 16 ref ~

Key Words: Reviews, Sound transmis sion , Panels
This paper reviews the anal ysis of sound transmission throu gh
single and double panels and thick layers. Mathemat ical
methods are briefly d escribed , as is recent experimental
work. Suggestions for future research are presented .

MODAL ANAL YSIS AND SYNTHESIS
(Also see No. E’47)

~~~~

,
~~

Kay Words: Computer program s, Finite element
Non llneer systems

technique,

Th is paper investigates solution schemes of the type that
can be implemented in general purpose computer codes for
nonlinear finite element analysis. A very flex ible solution
strategy is discussed, in which a variety of solution schemes
can be implemented by specifying the values of certain sobtion control parameters. A numbe r of nonlinear structures
with diverse nonlinear characteristics are selected and each
is an alyzed using different solution schemes.

79420

FESAP --

Deamgn Program for Static and Dynamic
Structural Analyua

D.B. Van Fossen

79418

Modal Superposition Method for Computat ionally
Economical Nonlinear Structural

~~~‘Y~~

V.N. Shah,G. J. Bohm,and A.N. Nahavandi

Appl. Mechanics Section, Babcock and Wilcox Res.
and Dev . Div., Alliance, OH 44601, Computers

Struc., 9 (4), pp 371-376 (Oct 1978) 3 tables, 15 refs

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsb urgh, PA, ASME
Paper No. 78-PVP-70

Key Words:

Key Words: Modal superposition method , Finite element
technique , Seism ic response

This paper documents the development of SAP (Structural
Analysis Program ) into a user-oriented program for linear
dynam ic end static anal ysis of large complex structures which
is referred to as FESAP (Finite Element Structural Anelysis
Program). The paper describes companion computer p~~
grams which constitute a total design system for thermostructural analysis. The total system includes mesh generation
pr ograms , a heat transfer pro gram , the structural analys is
program , batch and interactive graphic computer programs,
and post-processors for the results of the heat transfer and
structural analysis program s.

A modal superposition method for anal yzing nonlinear
structural dynam ics problems in~~lving impact between
components is developed and evaluated . The finite element
method is used to express the equ ations of motion with
non linearitie s represented by pseudo force vector. m~~
test problems are solved to verify this method . This has
demonstrated the applicability of this method to seismic
analysis of large , complex structural systems.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
GENERAL

(Also see Nos. 488,498 ,499)

~~~

—

(3), pp 223-236
Computers Struc.,
1978) 16 figs ,3 tables,23 rats

CA 94720 ,

79417
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Computer programs,SAP

(computer program),

FESAP (computer program), Finite element technique

79421

A Long-Term System Dynamic Response to a So.
dium-Water Reaction in a Typical LMF BR Steam
Generato r Loop
T. Rauch
General Electric Co., Sunnyvale, CA , ASME Paper
No. 78-PVP-66

jj

~

:-~~~~~

Key Words: Computer programs , Dy nam ic response, Nuclear
reactors
A newly developed computer code to simulate the dy nam ic
response of a typical LMFBR steam generator loop to a
sodium water reaction is presented. The code calculates
sodium flows, loop pressures, sodium water reaction bubble
pressure and volume , reaction product rel ief subsystem
flows and clearing times, reaction product tank pressu re
and vent flow , and all dynam ic pump characterist ics.

79-422

-

79-424

Input Data Inetnac tiona - Simplified Documentation
of the Computer Program ANSYS
P.Y . Chang

Hydronautics , Inc., Laurel , MD ,
920-78035A ,73 pp (Feb 1978)

Rept. No. MA-RD-

PB-284 193/OGA

Kay Words: Computer programs. Energy absorbers , Nuclear
powered ships, Sh ip hulls, Collision retearch (ships) , Fi nite
element tech n ique

Massachusetts Inst. of Tech ., Camb r id ge , MA , ASME
Paper 78-PVP-33
Key Words: Computer programs, Piping systems, Pressure
vessels. Sh. Is, Nuclear reactor components, Dynamic r .
sponse, Transient response

ENVIRONMENTS

The MENTOR code was recently developed to provide an
engineering basis for the prediction of the dynam ic response
of pipes, pressure vessels, or other shell-typ e structures subject to Impact.

(Also see Nos. 417 , 492 . 495 . 521 , 535)

D. Meredith and E.A. Witmer

-

. .- - - -~*

A simplified version of the input instructions for the computer program ANSY S is presented for the non-linear elastoplastic analysis of a ship collision protection barrier st ructure.
All essential information necessary for the grillage model
are summarized while eliminating the Instructions for other
types of the problems. A benchmark example is gi~ien for
checking the computer program.

Computer Code for Predicting the
amic Response
of High Energy Piping, Preemie Vessels and Shell
Structures Subjected to Tran..ent Loads and Impacts

F

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

79-423
CURVBRG: A Program for Analyan of Curved I..
Girder Bridgea
G.H. Powell and D.P. Mondkar
Univ. of California, Berkeley , CA 94720,Computers
Struc., 9 (3), pp 255-263 ( Sept 1978) 8 figs , 1
table , 14 refs
Key Words: Computer programs. 8ridges, Girders
A computer program for structural a nalysis of open girder
( I.e., I-section) bridge super-structures is described . The
program is based on a plane grid idealization , In which the
effects of warping torsion are considered rationally, and in
which structu ral components such as diaphragms and braced
(tru ss type ) cross frames are ide lized by essentially exact
procedures. The bridg e may be of arbitrary shape in plan ,
the girders may be of variable cross section along their
length , and changes in form of th e structure as construction
progresses are considered . Deflections, stress resultants and
stresses are determined for static loads, support settlement
effects arid moving live toads. The structural idealization
procedure and theory are explained , the features of a cornputer program developed to apply the method are described ,
and comparisons are made between the computed behavior
and that observed in a model test.

ACOUSTIC

79425

Noise in Textile Weavin g Mills

A. Damongeot, R. Lataye ,and P. Daniere
Institut National de Recherche et de Securite (NRS),
Centre de Recherche i e Nancy., Avenue de Bour~
gogne , 54500 Vandoeuvre , France , Noise Control
Engr., 11 (2), pp 79-85 (Sept/Oct 1978) 8 figs,
3 tables, 6 reft
Key Words: Industrial facilities , Noise generation , Machine ry
noise , Textile looms
Everything possible must be done to protect workers from
the harmfu l effects of noise. Any effort may prove m adequate unless the problem is dealt with when the mill is
designed and new machine ry acquired . In an investig.ti on
of no-se in textile weaving mills, the authors examine the
different types of looms and the characterist ics of their
use , as well as the nature of the mill site.

79.42
Reverberation in Town Streets

P. Steenackers , H Myncke , and A. Cops

41
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Laboratorium voo r Akoestiek en Warmte geleiding
K.U. Leuven , Belgium . Acust ica , 40 (2), pp 115119 (June 1978) 8 figs , 1 table , 2 rets

The Netherlands, Acustica , 39 (2), pp 105-110
(Jan 1978) 2 tables ,7 refs
Key Words: Sound waves, Wave propagation

The concepts of continuum mechanics are applied to the
of a plane , longitudinal , simple , acoustic wave
of finite amplitude in an arbitra r y medium. A relationsh ip
is found between the characteristic and the equation of state
of the sound conducting medium. This relationsh ip holds
for any physically existin g medium, The equation of state
is defined of a linear mediu m , i.e., a medium propagating
without any distortion . This medium will be called isomorphi um henceforth.

propaga tion

A Sinphfled Approach to the Meehanica of Acouatieat Wave Propagation App licable to the Problems
of Radiation Pre..sre Part H : The Application to
Rayleigh and Langevis Radiation Pre ~~~~
M. Stapper
Dept . of Elect r,c ~,l Engrg . Eindhoven Univ. of Tech.,
The Netherlands , Acu stic a , 39 (2), pp 111-116
(Jan 1978) 3 figs, 1 table, 12 refs
Kay Words: Sound waves, wave propagation
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79-429

Structural Reliability Under
l oad Se eocea
A. Rackwi t z and B. Fiessler

Combined Random

Institut f . Massivbau , Technica l Univeristy of Munich ,

Munich , West German y, Com puter s Struc., 9 (5),
pp 489-494 (Nov 1978) 4 figs , 2 tables,7 refs
Key Words:
Reliability , Random
response, Structural elements

79-427
A Sinplified Approac h to the Mechanics of Acoustical Wave Propagat ion Applicable to the Problems of
Radiation Premire. Part I: On the Theory of Longi.
tudinal Wave Propagation
M. Stapper
Dept. of Electrica l Engrg ., Eindhov en Univ. of Tech.,

—-—

The formulae derived in Part I of this paper are applied to
Rayle igh and t.ang.vin pressures. By doing this the megnitude of both pressu res can be calculated .

Kay Words: Traffic noise, U rban noise
An accurate pred iction method for traffic noise levels in
town st reets , requires some knowledge about the reverberant
sou nd fi eld which is cau sed by the multiple reflections
between flanking houses and buildings , The amount of
reverberation depends mainly on the street wid th and on
the absorption and diffusion coefficients of the facades.
How the coefficients can be evaluated by moans of a simple
reverb eration measurement combined w ith a correct interpretation of the sou nd decay cu rves is shown. The influence
of. the street reverberation on the sound level produced
during the passage of a sin e vehicle was calculated and
~
compared with measurements.

~~~~~~~~~

excitation ,

Random

An algorith m for the calculation of structural reliability
under combined loading is formulated. Loads or any other
actions upon structures are modeled as independent random
sequences. The relevant limit state criterion is pointwise
approximated by a tang ent hyperplane. The method is
illustrated for a section of a wall without tensile streng th
l oaded by a banding moment and a normal force.

79-430

Non-Stat ionary

Random

Vibration of a Linear

Structute

P.-T.D. Spanos
Dept.

of

Aerospace

Eng rg . and

Engrg. Mechanics,

The Univ. of Texas at Austin , TX 78712 , Intl. J.
Solids Struc., 14 (10), pp 861 -867 (1978) 4 figs,
14 r ef s

Key Words: Random vibration , Linear systems, Damped
str uctu res , Probabili ty theo ry
The non-stationa ry random vibration of a lightly damped
linear structure subjected to white noise is considered . it
Is shown that the prob ab ility density function of the amplitude of the structu ral response can be approximated by a
Rayleigh distr ibution. Analytical formulae for the time
dependent statistics of the amplitude are presented . Th.
analyt ical results are compared with data obtained b y e
numerical simulation.

79-431

Nondetenninistic Analyus of a Four-Wheeled Model
Vehicle Travers ing a Simulated Random Terra in
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M L . Chu and G. R.

Doyle

The Univ. of A k ron , OH , SAE Paper No. 780789,
12

pp, 7 figs , 24 refs

Key Words:
tion

Ground veh icles, Random excitation , Simula-

An experiment was performed with a four-wheeled model
vehicle with an independent suspension system to increase
confidence In the reliability and accuracy of the linear randam vibrat ion theory in pred icting vehicular behavior. The
vehicle has three degrees of fre edom — vertical trans lation ,
pitch , and roll - and was made to traverse at different speed s,
a simu lated road bed with randomly distributed surface
roughness. Using linear random vibration theory , equat ions
giving the power spectral densit y of each degree of freedom
about the center of gravi ty of the vehicle were derived as
a fun ction of the power spectral density of the vertical
displacement of the four wheels. Utilizing both numerical
and experimental techniques , a direct comparison is made
between theoretical predictions and experimental results.

79.432
Stick-Slip Motion and Surface Defonn at ion
K . Ohara
Faculty of Textile Science and Tech ., Shinshu Univ .,
Tokid a, Ueda 386, Japan , Wear , 50 , pp 333-342
(1978) 9 figs,2 refs
Key Words: Stick-sl ip response, lnt erferometers
The relation between stick-slip motion and surface deformatlon in the frictional contact of polymer films is studied
by mult iple-beam inte rferomet ry .

SEISMIC

-

(Als o see Nos. 411 . 412 . 497 . 515,
516, 517 , 519, 524, 537 )

Seinnic Structural R espon se Analyses of Steam
Generators and Thei r Supporting Structures of a
1200 MW and a 600 MW Power Plant

M.I. Baig
Ph .D. Thesis, Purdue Univ., 262 pp (1978)
UM 782 1411

Key Words: Seismic response , Steam tu r bines , Finite element technique, Nat ural frequencies , Mode shapes, Torsional
vibration

The seism ic response studies of the steam generator s and
their supporting structures of a 1 200 MW and a 600 MW
fossil fuel steam generating plants have been carried out
using finite element models. The seismic response analyses
of the two systems have been carried out in two parts. The
first part involves the determination of fundamental frequencies of free vibration and the associated m ode shapes.
The second part involves the determination of modal responses of structural members stresses due to El Centro
earthq uake of May 18, 1940.

79434

Stochastic Character ization of Earth quakes Through
Thei r Respon se Spectrum
M.K . Kaul
Nuclear Seryices Corp., Cam pbell , CA , In tl. J. Ea ~ hq uake Engrg . Struc. Dynam ., 6 (5), pp 497-509
(Sept/Oct 1978) 7 figs , 17 refs
Key Words: Earthquakes, Seismic response spectra, Spectral
energy distribution techniq ues
If earthquakes are modeled by a stochastic process, It is
possible to interpret the associated response spectrum in
terms of the statistics of extreme values of oscillator response to the process. For a stationary earthq uake model
this inte r pretation leads to a relationsh ip between the power
spectral density function of the process and the response
spectrum. This relationship is examined and forms the basis
for two methods to obtain the power spectrum of the earthquake process from its response spectrum. One method is
approximate but lead s to an explicit r epresentation of the
power spectral density function in terms of the response
spectrum. The other method is exact wherein an iterat ive
scheme for the solution of the problem is established.

Detemiinati on of Earth quake Loads on Structures Research and Development Reqwred
J.P. Lee
Brown & Root , Inc., P.O. Box 3, Houston, TX
7 7001 , Nucl. Engr. Des., 50 (1), pp 57-61 (1978)
4 figs , 1 table , 14 refs
K ey Words:
Seismic excitation , Mathematical
Simulation , Beams , Model analysis

models,

This paper discusses the research and development work
required in three aspects of seismic analysis , i.e., modal
combination criteria in the respon se spectru m analysis,
the techniques in modeling and simulating structures , systern ; and components , and the determination of dyn am ic
lateral eart h pressu re during an earthquake. In the seismic
analysis of structures , the lumped mass method is commonly
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used. For this method , the thin wall beam theory approach
and the rigidity approach u sed in determining the effective
shear are .s end the distributi ons of translation al shears are
discussed. In the analysis of structu res, either the time history or response spectrum method Is used. When the response
spectrum modal analysis method is used, the exact phase
an9l. relation among maximum modal responses is not defined ; therefore, a logical combination cri ter ion must be
established. The criterion for closely spaced modal responses
to obtain system response is also mentioned. Fin ally, the
significantly different lateral earth pressures on basement
walls of embedded st ruc tu res obtained using the MononobeOkabe method and the fini te element method are also
discussed

deformations of the body surface. The wedge problem is
solved for small frequency and an exact expression for the
pressu re distribution is obtained as a fu nction of th. mode
of oscillation. The analysis presented can be easily modified
to treat the case of arbitra ry two-dimensi onal body shapes
by developing an unsteady Newtonian flow theory .

79438

Weak Shock Propagation in Liquid-Filled Tubes
R.T. Smith,L. Bjorno .and R.W ,B. Stephens
lrnpenal College, Univ. at London, London SW1 ,
UK , Acustica, 39 (2), pp 123-129 (Jan 1978) 2 figs,
26 rets
.

SHOCK

Key Words:
propagation

(Also see Nos. 453, 510)

79436
Critical Loads for
A. L. Florence

Si’i International Menlo Park CA Rept No DNA—

AD A058 300/5GA

pp (Nov 1977)

Key Word;:
Underground structures, Protect ive shelters,
Reinforced concrete , Nuclear explosion effects , Air blast
The Defense Nuclear Agency is conducting a program to obtam the failure loads of shallow-buried bunkers subjected
to air blast waves acting on th e ground surface. The blast
waves of interest are those from a nearby nuclear weapon of
1-kton yield detonated on or above the ground su rface. A
simple conceptual framework for interpreting experimental
and theoretical Ioad~damage results is described . The frame.
work consist; of a pressure-impulse character ization of
criti ca l loads for th e bunkers.

(See No. 414)

79.437

DAMPING

(Also see No. 402)

Oscillating Airfoils: L Wedges of Arbitrary Thick.
ness in Supereonic and Hyperequic Flow

R.M. Barron
Univ. of Windso r , Windsor , Ontario, Canada ,
J., 16(10), pp 1076. 1083 (Oct 1978)11 refs
Key Words:
prop agation

AIAA

_

_

_

Rotary Dainping Helps Perfor mance
Product Engr. (NY), 49 (10), pp 50-5 1 (Oct 1978)
1 fig

Airfoil s, Pertu rbat ion theory , Shock wave

Equations are obtained by a pertu rb ation method for straight
and curved airfoils with attached shacks In supersonic and
hypersonic flows and undergoing small harmonic oscillations.
The mode shape of the oscillation is arbitra ry and hence
may be used to describe rigid body mofions as well as elast ic

Tubes, Flu id-filled containers, Shock wave

The most essential theoretical and experimental works
relat ed to the propagati on of weak shock waves, i.e., sawtooth waves, N waves and single shock pulses, in fl uid-filled
tubes ar e critically reviewed and simple theoretical expressions comprising shock front losses as well as walL losses are
derived for week shock propagation in fluid-filled , rigidwailed tubes. Pressure..sime courses of ei.ctrodynamically
generated week shock waves propagating ax ially along a
liquid-filled , th ick-walled stael tube are measured.

Reinforced Concrete Bunkers

4469F , AD-E300 292 ,71

—~~~~

Key Words:

Vibration damping, Rotors (machine elements)

-

The text explains how damping, whether it is electromag.
netlc, mechanical, viscous or hydrody narnj c , improves motor
and drive performance. Availab l, types of damping devices
are illustrated .

.

.—

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Kay Words:
Harmonic respo nse, Interaction : structur e
flu id, Computer programs

FLUID

lAlso see Nos 491 . 5()5)

The harmonic vibrational response and the resulting acoustic
rad iation from an arlbtrar y elastic structure immersed in aA

79-440

Fluid.Structu re Dynamic interaction and Wave
Force s. An Introduction to N umerical Treatment
O.C. Zienkiew icz and P . Bett ess
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. College Swansea, Swan(1) ,
sea, UK , Intl . J. Numer. Methods Engr.,
pp 1-16 (1978) 7 figs , 26 rots

.12.

Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid
The paper orelents an introduct ion to two general approachas u sed in the solution of coupled structu res and fluid systents in which effects of large scale flow are excluded. In
the first approach , the Lagiungian, the fluid is simply t reated
as a solid with a negligible shear modulus. In the second
method, Eulerisin , a single pressure variable is used in the
fluid. The numerical problems posed, discretizasion mathods used and possible simpllfications are discussed .

7944 1
Staggesed Solution Procedure. for Doubly Aaymp .
totic Fluid-Structure Interaction A v y a
K.C. Park ,CA. Felippa . and J.A. DeRuntz

Palo Alto Res. Lab., Lockheed Missiles and ~~~~~
Co., Inc., Palo Alto, CA. Rept. No. LMSC/D624324 ,
DNA-4525F , AD-E300 309 , 49 pp (Feb 28 , 1978)
AD-A058 305/4GA
Key Words: Interaction: fl u id-structure
This report examines direct time integration techniques for

the transient response analysis of fluid-structure interaction

problems treated with the doubly asymptot ic approximation. Efficient solution of the equations of motion is achieved by a modular computer Implement ation in which separate
fluid and structure analyzers are interfaced through extrapolat ion of the coupling terms.

79.442
Radiation and Scattering From an Arbitrary Elastic
Structure Vóng Consistent Fluid Structure Formulation

J . S. Patel
Naval Underwater Systems Center , New London ,CT
06320 , Computers Struc., 9 (3), pp 287-291 (Sept
1978 ) 5 figs,12 rets
.

infinite inviscid fluid are formulated . Basic functions given
by a cubic polynomial of th. local coordinates are often
used for thi inert ial and elastic formulation of the surface
finite element s. To use the same basis fu nctions for pressure
and velocity variations o n the finite surface area , the surface
Helmholtz integral and its directional der ivat ive are employed. An arbitrary , complex sxisymmetric structure has
basn analyzed usingthe computer program FI ST.

79443
Acoustic Radiation
Structures
D.T. Wilton

and Scattering from Elastic

Mmiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment , Portland, Dorset, UK , Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engr.,
( 1) , pp 123-138 (1978) 7 figs,43 refs
~~
Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Acoustic scattering.
Acoustic waves, Finite element technique
This paper presents a numerical technique for the linear
dynamic analysis of a finite elastic structu re immersed in
an Infinite homogeneous acoustic medium. It is required
to determine the vibrational motion of the structure and
also the associated acoustic field in the flu id , when the structure is either subjected to internal applied forces or is .cting
as a scatterer of an incident acoust ic wave. A finite element
analysis of the structure is matched at the structu re-fl u id
interface with an integral equation representation of the
exterior acoustic field, leading to a coupled system of equations which may be cast in either acoustic or structural form.
The former approach is preferred , for which numerical results
are presented when the method is applied to plane wave
scattering by thick and thin elastic spherical shells.

79 44

~~ ~~~~~~~ Method of Fluid-Structure Coupling
in the Dynamic Analyus of Structures

R. Dungar
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Bristol , UK , Intl . J.
Numer. Methods Engr., 13 (1), pp 93-107 (1978)
6 figs,2 tables , 11 refs

Key Words: interaction: structure-fl u id, Seismic excitation ,
Dams. Off-shore structures , Finite element technique , Corn-

puter programs

A method of fluid-structu re connection is presented for
solutions which mainly involve the calculetion of the dy.
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nam ic response of structures by using the method of modal
analysis. This connection method is based upon finite element structural and fluid representation and is efficientl y
employed when used with the inverse iteration procedure
for eigenvalue, eigenvector evaluation. The inverse Iteration
procedu re is described in conju nction with the connection
method . Also a method of non-linear structural ana lysis and
a method of frequency domain analysis are discussed with
reference to the presented fluid-stru cture connection procedure. Appl ications are considered for both model and prototype situations. Eff icient use of the mini computer for
solving dy nam ic problems by the proposed method is also
considered .

79445
A Numerical Determination of the Entrained Water
in Ship Vibrations
P . Orsero and J . L. Armand
In st itut de Recherches de Ia Construction Navale ,
Paris, France , Intl. J. Numer . Methods Engr., 13 ( 1),

pp 35-48 (1978) 6 figs,4 tables, 39 refs

Key Words: Ships, Hydrodynam ic excitation , Fluid induced
excitation, Finite element technique
The hydrody namic mass matrix for a vibrating ship is eva!-

-

-

uated using a three-d imensional finite element discret izati on
of ft ~e surrounding water. For the important case of vertical
vibrations of the ship, values of the added masses obtained
in this way are compared with those given by the conventional semi-empirical fo rmulas currentl y in use in the shipbuilding industry . A numerical example is presented.

79-446
Aemelastic

Problems

Astronautics
HG. Natke ,ethtor
Curt-Risch-lnst. f .

Ou tside

Schwingungs-

Aeronaut ics

-— - - — ~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

79447

Synthesis of Aerodynamic Transfer Functions for

Elastic Flight Vehicles
J.M. Ii
The Boeing Co., Seattle , WA , J. Aircraft , 15 (11),
pp 777-785 (Nov 1978) 14 figs , 4 tables , 16 refs
Key Words:
teristics

Flight vehicles, Flutter , Aerodynamic charac-

A method of generating the reasonable approximations to
aerodynamic transfer fu nctions on general configurations of
elastic wings or wing-body combinations is presented. The
transfer functions are specified by asymptotic expansions
in which either the polynomial or rational fu nction approximation is applied . Procedures are described for Incorporating
a variety of quantitative and qualitative information concerning the unsteady aerodynam ic behavior in both subsonic
and superso n ic flow regimes. Two types of power series
approximations, power series with real coeff icients and the
other with complex coefficients , are applied .

79448
Aerodynamic Force s on Finite
Flow: An Experimental Stud y

W ings

in Oac~latory

M. H. Patel
University College of London, London, UK ,AIAA J.,
i (11), pp 1175-1188 (Nov 1978) 17 figs , 11 refs

~

Key Words:

Aircraft wings , Aerodynamic loads, Oscillation

Aerodynamic lift and pitching moment measu rements on
finite wings in oscillating vertical gusts of varying frequency
para meter and gust amplitude are described . A set of six
conventional wings with var ying aspect ratio , sweep angle,
and taper are tested . The experimental results are compared
with a lifting surface theory for two of the test planfo rms.
The effect on the aerodynamic fo rces of allowing free transition on the weng surfaces is also investigated.

and

SOIL

u. Messkunde ,

Hannover, Proc., Mtg. held at Tech. Univ. of
Hannover . Federal Republic of Germany, Rept. No.
CRI-K1f78 , 616 pp (Mar 2-3 , 1978)
T.U.

Key Words:
Proceedings

Aeroelasticity , Dynamic structural analysis ,

The papers deal

with structural , fl u id mechan ical , numer ical

and computer problems , applications , and reg ulations in
civil engineering problems. Individual papers dealing with
shoc k and vibration are listed separately.
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79449
Non-Linear

Seinnic

Responae

and

Liquefaction

O.C. Zienkiewicz , C T . Chang. and E. Hinton
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. College of Swansea,

U K , Intl J. Numer. Anal. Methods Geornech.,2
pp 381-404 (Oct-Dec 1978) 11 figs , 34 refs
Key Words:

(4),

Seism ic response , Soils, Nonlinear theories

~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

a essential cau se of the growth of pore pressure during
cyclic loading Is identified as an autogenøus shrinkage or
denaificatlon of the solid phase of the soil and this is related
to a strain path parameter. This shrinkage coupled with an
slasto.plastic behavior of the soil skeleton is introduced and
allows a full non-linear dy nam ic analys is to be conducted
up to the point of structural failure for any earthquake
lapin. Explicit time marching procedures are used . The
procedure outlined is appl icable to all problems of complex
geometry and for conditions of undrained or partially drain .
ad behavior at a moderate computational cost.

Key Words: Diagnostic Instrumentation , Helicopters, Bearln ~~, Shock pulse method
The shock pulse technique works on the principl, that a
discrete fault , such as a pit or a spal l , causes repetitive Impacts of short duration. These impacts cau se shock waves to
propagate thro ugh the bearing structure cau sing a pulse
displacement input to an accelerometer suitably attached to
the bearing structure.

E QUIPMENT

VISCOELASTIC

Effect of Pulse-Width on the Measurement of the

UItraao,ae Shear Absorption in Viscous Liquids
T.H. Hulusl
Dept. of Chemistry, Univ. of Essex , Colchester ,
Essex , C04 3S0, UK , Acustica , 40 (4), pp 269271 ( Aug 1978) 1 table,8 refs
.

Kay Wosds Shear vibration , Viscoslastic damping, Measuremain tschniques
The amplitude decay of pulses of sheer mechanical oscillation resultIng from the attenuation by a viscoelestlc l iqu id
Is Investigated for varyIng pulse-widths. It is shown that
significant corrections must be appl ied to the simple exponentlal decay, normally associated with the measurement
of the absorption coefficient.

79-452
A Composite Grip Design for Elimination of Ex.
traneous Noise During Acoustic Emission Testing
W.E. Wood and 0.0. Dilipkumar
Dept. of Materials Science, Oregon Graduate Center .
Beaverton, OR 97005, J. Test Eva)., —
6 (6), pp 369370 (Nov 1978) 3 figs,6 refs
Key Words: Noise reduction , Test equipment
A malor problem In acoustic emission analysis du ring dynamic loading - the n iise generated by the test system
itself — Is discussed . A composite grip assembly, designed
on the princ iple of rapid attenuation of sou nd waves when
they pass through multiple interfaces, reduces the background noise by almost two orders of magnitude. This
allows a maximum amount of information to be obtained
through acoustic emission analysis.

FACILITIES

EXPERIMENTATION
79453

Airblaat Simulator Design
Civil Nuclear Systems Corp., Albuquerque, NM ,
Rept. No. AFWL-TR-77-106, 154 pp (July 1978)
AD-A057 787 /4GA

DIAGNOSTICS
(Also

see

No.

~~~

7945 1

Key Words:
simulation

.

Helicopter Bearing Failure Detection Utilizing Shock
Pulse Techniques

J.A. George, T.C. Mayer, H.W. Sutphin, and JT .
Harrington

Parks College of St. Louis Univ., Cahokia , IL , Rept.
No USAAVRADCOM-TR-78-6 ‘ 478 pp (Sept 20‘
1977)
AD-A057 308/9GA

Shock tests , Test facilities , Nuclear explosion

A study was u ndertaken to identify structural and simulator
concepts for use in the development of designs for low-cost
disposeble alrblast simulator facilities. The Dynamic Airblast Simulator (DABS), an explosIvely-drIven shock tube,
and the High Ex plosive Simulation Technique (HEST) , an
earth-covusd, explosive cavity are described . For the DABS,
alternative construction concepts, including parabol ic arches,
cable suspension systems, concrete box girders , long-span
steel joists, composit. deck system, aircraft shelter arches
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and circular concrete arches are evaluated for construction
and cost feasibility. High pressure HEST facility concepts
and the use of HEST for testIng above-ground structures
are evaluated. The various airbiast simulator concepts see
compared and rated relative to one another.

INSTRUMENTATION

79454
Some Research Need, for hnpioved Semnic Qualifications Tests of Electrical and Mechanical Equipment

-

79456

~~~~~ ic Emission Testing
A -r Green
Acoustic Em IssIon Technology Corp., Test ,40 (3&4),
pp 8-1 1, 13-19 (Oct/Nov 1978) 11 figs, 14 refs
Kay Words:

Acoustic techniques, Diagnostic techniques

After a general introduction to the acoustic emission pitanomenon, acoustic emission testing tech n iques and their
appl icat ion in static proof testing, fat igue testing, static
testIng and requsliflcation testing are discussed .

R.L. Bessey and D.D. Kana
Southwest Research Inst., 6220 Culebra Rd., San
Antonio, TX 78284, Nucl. Engr. Des., 50 (1), pp 71-

82 (1978) 11 figs,3 tables, 18 refs

key Words: Instrumentation, Seismic response, Simulation
There Is a wide variety of methods of seism ic simulation for
qualificatIons tests for components to be u sed in nuclear
power plants. This paper poses some questIons with regard
to the relationships among these methods of seismic slmuiation, the influence of laboratory seismic simulators required
to produce the test isismic environment, and the way one
demonstrates component functionality during a qualification test.

79457
The Rubbing of a Rotating Shaft Against an Elastically Mounted Stationary Object - Spiral Vibrations
,
(Dan Stresfen easer rotserenden
Wefte an esnesu
federnden Hindernis — Spiralschwingungen)
W . Kellenberger

-

-

Erlenstr. 12 , CH-5430 Wettingen, Switzerland, Irig.
(4), pp 223-2 (1978)
~~

Arc h ., 47

TECHNIQUES
(Also ~~ No. 450)

79455
Underwater Inspection and Nondestructive Testing
of Offdsore Structures

A. Brackett

Off ice of Naval Res., London, UK , Rept. No. ONRLA-2, l6pp (June 14,1978)
Key Words:

Off-shore structures , Nondestructive testing

Regulations have been established by th e governments of
countries borderin g the North Se. which require annual
inspection of offshore structures. This has resulted in a much
more intens ive use of nondestructiv. testi ng (NOT ) tech niques for u nderwater inspection th en currently exists in
the United States. A review of the NOT techniques and
equipment currently u sed in the North Sea area is presented
and some of the research being conducted in the UK snd
Norway to improve the quali ty o~ i~ndsrwater NOT insp.ction is d iscussed ,

Key Words: Shafts, ~~irel vibrations

A study is presented of the rubb ing of a high speed rotati ng
shaft on an elastically mounted stationary objeCt .

79.458

The Effect of Rotary Inertia and Shear Deformation
on the Parametric Stability of Unsymmetric Shafts
M. Badlani , W. Kleinhen z , and C.C. Hsiao
FluiDyne Engrg. Corp., Minneapolis , MM 55422 ,
Mech . Mach . Theory , 13 (5), pp 543-553 (1978)
2 figs , 15 ref s
key Word s: Shafts , Rotors (machine elements ), Rotatory
inertia effscts, Transverse shear deformation effects
A study of the stab ility of unsymmetrical shafts with Unequal flexura l r igidities in the principal directions runni ng
in unsymmetric bearings having fixed common principal
planes is presented , InertIa and tran sverse shear deformat ion
effects are inciudad in the anal ysis.
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Key Weeds: Beams, Optimum design, Asymmetry

79.459

On Vibrationof RotatingShafts
M. Badlani ,W. Kleinhenz ,and C.C.

_

Optimal design of a rigid-plastic stepped beam is diecussed
assuming the mode form of motion. Such beam dimensIons
are sought for which a minimum of local or mean deflection
is attained within designs of constant volume. An optimal
design for asymmetric modes is determined and compared
with a respectivedesign for symmetric modes.

Hsiao

FluiDyne Engrg . Corp., Minneapolis, MN 55422,

Moth. Mach. Theory, 13 (5), PP 555-564 (1978)
2 figs, 26 rots

Words: Shaf
ts, Rotors (machine elements), Rotatory
Inertia effects, Transverse shear deformation effects

Kay

F

79462
Active Feedback Control of a Beam Subjected to

Some results on the vibration of elastic and viscoelastlc rotating shaft s are presented. The cases of the simply supported
sy mmetric and the simply supported unsymmetric shafts
are studied. The effects of rotatory inertia and transverse
shear deformation are included in the analysis and It Ii
seen that there are two types of instabi lities: bendi ng and
sheer, as compared to ‘ust the bending type given by the
Euler.Bernoulli theory .

a Nonconservative Force

H. Horikawa . E .H. Dowell , and F .C. Moon
Dept. of Aerospace and Mech . Sciences, Princeton
Univ. , Princeton , NJ 08450, Intl . J. Solids Struc.,
14 (10), pp 821-839 (1978) 18 figs , l5 r e f s
key Words:
Cantilever beams, Follower forces, Flutt er ,
Aircraft wings

BEAMS, STRINGS, RODS, BARS
(Also see Nos. 413, 415, 496)

levered beam subjected to a nonconservative follower force
is examined . A converging frequency flutter instability wh ich
occurs in this model is similar to classical bending-torsion
flutter of an aircraft wing. Because of the similar nature of
the instabilities, the besot under the follower force can be
a usefu l vehicle for investigating the fu ndamental aspects
of stabilization of wing flutter by feedback control. A
modal approach is used for obtaining the mathematical
model and control laws. A standard root locus technique
for simple analytical models is also used to understand
and explain the control of the beam. Experiments are carried
out to verify the validity of this theoretical model. Good
correlation is shown between theoretically and experimental ly determined stabi lity bou ndaries as well as for modal
frequency and damping variation with follower force.

7944
~
At-Sea Measurementa of the Dynamic Response of
a Single-Point Mooring during an Anchor-Last e~
ploynsetat
D.J. Meggitt and D.B. Dillon
Civil Engrg. Lab (Navy), Port Hueneme , CA, Rept.

No. CEL-TM-44-78-9, 126 pp (Mar 1978)

AD-A058 329/4GA

key Words: Cables, Underwater structu res
A mejor program to develop techniques for the static and
dynamic analysis of oceanic cable structu res is presented.
An extensive series of experiments in both laboratory and
prototype sizes was conducted to provide date for compar ison to calculate results from numerical models of cable
structures. The results of an at-sea measureme nt of the dynam ic response of a 2,500-ft long single point mooring
during an anchor-last deploy ment are presented. The cxpirlm.nt was a part ef the Mooring Dynamics Experiment

BEARINGS

(Also see No. 451)

79463

Bearings for Vibrating Machinery - Operating Expenence and Further Development
B. Trygg
SKF Gothenburg, Ball Bearing J., 197, pp 4-6 (Oct
1978) 5 figs

(MOE).

79461
Optinal Deign of Impulsively Loaded Plastic Beams
for Aiymmetric Mode Motions

Key Words:

Lepik and Z. Mroz
Univ. of Tartu, Tartu, Estonian SSR , USSR , Int l. J.
Solids Struc.. 14 (10), pp 841-850 (1978) 5 figs ,
U.

Bearing s, Vibra ting structures

The new design of spherical roller beraing. intended especial-

ly for vibrating applications (which SKF introduced some
years ago ) has been successful. Experience shows that the

1 table , 3 refs
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bearing performs well even u nder other operating conditIons.
e.g. high ambient temperatures and dirty surroundings. The
internal design of the bearing has been further improved by
reducing the cross-section of the centering ring and the mass
of the cage.

444

Dynamic Characteristics of Gaa.Lubricated Exter-

nally Premerized Porous Bearings with jou rnal
Rotation. II
N.S. Rao and B.C. Majurndar
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Indian Inst. of Tech., Kharagpur , India , Wear , 50, pp 201-210 (1978) 5 figs , 2
table s . 2 refs

•

key Words: Gas bearings, Porous materials, Stiffness coat-

ficients, Damping coefficients

The dynamic tilt stiffness and damping coefficients of an
externally pressurized porous gas bearing with journal rotation h ere been calculated theoretically. A perIodic disturbsnce (angular displacement) about thi transverse axis is
imposed on the bearing and the dynamic pressure d istribution Is determined by small perturbations of the Reynolds
equation. Nondlmenslonal t ilt stiffness and damping coatflcients for various design conditions are calculated numerical ly using a digital computer and presented in the form of
figures and t~~ies.

79-465

782, 12 pp. 13 figs, 1 table , 6 rets
K et’ Words. ~ eeve bearings , Fat igue lif e
Peak oil film pressure Is cited as the parameter controlling
the fat igu. life of a tiser. bea
ring. Variables affecting peali
film pressure, and the freedom to control them, ar-s discussed. Bearing clearance Is the variable most readily controllable, and has the greatest Impact on film pressure.

BLADES
79.467

Sod Excavation Improvement from Bulldozer Blade
Oscillation

J .M. Brown
Dept. of Mech. Engrg ., Mississippi State Univ.. SAE
Paper No. 780776, 20 pp, 18 figs , 2 tables , 8 refs
Key Words: Agricultural machinery, Vibratory tools, Blades
Tests and analyses are presented on bulldozer blade oscilletion configu rations for improving dozing productivity. The
purpose of oscillation Is to decrease the ratio of trectlve force
to blade force. The oscillatIng blade mass, frequency, amplitude, and direction of motion for optimum perform ance
are determined using an approximate theoretical analysis.
The theoretical results are compared with experimental
results obtained from the literature.

Stiffneae and Damping Characteristics of H ydrostatic Multireceas Oilj ournal Bearings

and B.C. Maju mdar
Dept. of Mech. Engrg ., Banaras Hindu Univ., Varanasi, India , Intl. J. Mach. Tool Des. Res., i . (3), pp
~
139-151 (1978)l3figs,6refs

CYLINDERS

M .K. Ghosh

-

Kay Words:
Journal bearings, Stiffness
Damping characteristics, Pertu rbat ion theory

characteristics ,

A design and performance of hydrostatic multirecess oil
journal bearings u nder dy nam ic condition is given. The
theory is based on first order pertu rbation method . Effect
of various design parameters on stiffness and damping is
investigated.

79..466
bnpmving Sleeve Bearing Fatigue Life

Deign ~~~~~~~~
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A New

Engine Parts Div., Gould , Inc., SAE Paper No. 780-

79.46B
Hydrod ynamic Coefficicata of Some Heaving Cylin.
ders of Arbitrary Shape
R.E.D. Bishop, W.G.Price,and P.K.Y. Tam
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., University College London,
UK , Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engr., —
13 ( 1),pp 1 -33
~
(1978) 8 fins 23 refs
Key Words:

Cylinders, Ships, Fluid-induced excitation,
Hydrodynamic excitation , Conformal mapping
The fluid forces acting one uniform cylinder with en Infinitely long axis, heaving In the free surface of an infinite ideal
fluid , are described In terms of ha ‘added man ’ and ‘dampi ng
coefficient ’. Th. techniques of multipole expansion and
multlpammetsr conformal tr.nalorm tlon are adopted for
each calculations and appl ied to shapes wh ich cannot be
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adequately represented by the conventIonal ‘Lewis form
fit ’. The shapes referred to are both relevant to ship bows,
on. being a ‘fine section’ and the other a ‘bulbou s -section ’.
The parameters which Influence the accuracy of the solutlon are examined. Results for these two sections are corn puted and compared with results based on the ‘Lewis form
approximation ’ and the ‘Frank’ s close fit method’ which
arnploysa singularity repre sentation.

Ventilators from Acoudic Meamrementa at a Model
Teat Stand (Eine Abachaetzung der Schallabatrakluag
gromer Radialventilatosen aus Schalbneaexngen am
~~~~
~~ rue
M. Bart enwerfer
Inst . f. Turbulenzforschung, Deutsche Forschungsund Versuchsanstalt f. Luft- und Raumfahrt , Berlin ,
West Germany, Rept. No. ESA-TT-480; DLR-IB257-77/2 , 34 pp (Oct 1977)

(In German)

DUCTS

N78-29878

Key Words: Ducts, Ventilation, Sound tranarnission

79-469
Sound Tranansiason Through Ducts
0
0 IA
• I C ,i.auer, C
.~~. . o man , a ~~ ~~~~~ ~ uy1on
~~~

An elementary description of notes passing through wafts
and openings leads to formu las approximati ng the noIse
radiation of a ventilator. From pressure levels measured In
an exhaust channel of the test stand for the original or for
a geometrically similar model, the A (DIN 45633) and the
unweighted sound power level of the ventilator or the average
pressure level ate shell surface is calculated.
.

School of Engrg., Dayton Univ., OH , Rapt . No.
UDSE-TR-78-03, AFAPL-TR-78-25, 164 pp (Ma y
1978)
AD-A057 803i9GA
Kay Words: Ducts, Sou nd transmission , Acoustic linings,
Sound attenuation , Computer programs
Analyt ic studies describing the propagation of sound waves
in acoustically lined ducts are covered. These ducts are typ ically found in quieted h igh bypass turbine engine nacelles.
Fortran IV computer programs were written for a CDC
6600 computer to predict maximum exponential attenu stion of a least naturally attenuated mode in rectangular,
annular, and cylindrical ducts of either uniform or sheared
flow. Additional programs were written to design optimum
perforated plate liners.

79-470
Propagation of Waves in Cylindrica
l Hard-Walled
Ducts with Generally Weak Undulations
A.H. Nayfeh and O.A. Kandi l
Virginia Polytech nic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA , AIAA J., 16 (10), pp 1041-1045 (
Oct
1978) S refs

GEARS
79472

Analyã of Torsional Vibration of an Automotive
Gearbox

T.A.H. Pixton and A . Ali
Ford Motor Co., Auto. Engr ., 3 (4), pp 64-66 (Aug/
Sept 1978) 5 figs ,4 tables, 10 refs
Key Words: Gearboxes, Automotive transmissions. Maths-

matical models, Torsional vibration

An investigation into the degree of complexity required in

a mathematical model for the accurate prediction of tors.oi l vibration characteristics of an automotive gearbox Is
-

-

PANELS

Key Words: Ducts, Wave propagation

( See No. 496)

The method of multiple scales is utilized to analyze the wave
propagation in cylindrical hard-welled ducts having weak
undulstions which need not be periodic. Resu lts are preearned for two and three interactIng modes.

79-471

P IPES AND TUBES
(Also see Not. 422, 438)

79473

On Estinating th e Sound R adiation of Large Rad ial

Seinuic Anslyis of Piping Systems on Rocking
Foundation Mat
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The Babcock & Wilco x Co., Lynchburg , VA , ASME
Paper No. 78-PVP-40
Key Words: ~~ectru m
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and deformation along the p~~es are measured. The axpirlments are modeled in WHAM , a two-d imensional, finiteelement, compressible fluid-structure interaction code. The
experimental and analytical results are discussed .

systems, Fou ndations,

Interact ion: structu re-foundation, Computer programs

The reaponse apectra analysis on piping sy stems (when both
translation al and rocking motions of the fou ndation mat
are considered ) is discussed. The current reapon. vectr a
analytical technique should be modified If significant rockI ng
of the foundation mat makes it necessary to consider the
effects of the rocking motions on the piping systems. A
modified reaponse ~ ectraI technique Is derived . Some
brief numerical comparison between the present technique
and the t lme-4ilst~ ry analysis Is given and discussed . The
numerical solutions ~re obtained using the Babcock & Wilcox
developed piping .cde STALUM , which has implemented
the present techniq.u-.

79474

Flexibility Analysis of Buried Pipe
E.C. Goodling, Jr.

Gilbert Associates, Inc ., Reading, PA , ASME Pa per
No. 78-PVP-82
Key Words:

Piping systems, Underground structures, Interaction: soil-structure
The process of performing a strength analysis for piping that
is buried in soil is discussed. Beginning with the various
geotechnic parameters which define the motion and fo rces at
the soil/pipe interface and control the degree to which the
pipe conforms to the soil motion (or nonmo tion in a therm al
expansion analysis) ,, methods are developed to calculate ax ial
forces and bending moments at points of interest in the
piping. Eq uations fqr Code stresses are presented and their
applicability reviewed briefly,
-

79475
Response of Water-Filled

Thin-Walled Pipes

to

Pressure Pulses: Experissents ~~~
C.M. Romander , L .E. Schwer, and D.J. Cag liostro
Poulter Lab., SRI International , Menlo Park , CA ,
ASM E Paper No. 78-PVP-53
Key Words: Pipes, Fluid-filled containers, Pulse excitation ,
Interaction: structure-fluid
Experiments are performed to verIfy modeling techniques
used In fluId-structu re interaction codas that predict the
reaponas of liqu Id-filled piping systems to stro ng pr essure
pulses. Attenuation of the pressure pulse and the stra i~
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79476

Comp~~~~n of ICEPEL Predictions with Single
Elbow Flexible P~~ing System Exper unent

MT. A-Mo neim and V.W. Chang
Argonne National Lab., Argonne , I L , ASME Paper
No. 78-PVP-55

Key Words: Piping systems , Pulse excitation
The ICEPEL Code for coupled hydrodynamlc-structural
reaponea analysis of piping systems Is u sed to an alyze an
experiment on the reaponse of flexibl e piping systems to
Internal pressure pulses. The piping sy stem consisted of two
flex ible Nickel-200 pipes connected in series th rough a
90-deg thick-walled stainless-steel elbow. The analytical
results of pressure and circumferential strain histories are
discussed and compared against the experimental data obtam ed by Stanford Research Institute.

79-477

Attenuation of Weak Preseure

Piping Loop

Waves in a Siaple

D.W. Ploeger
SRI International, Menlo Park , CA , ASME Paper
No. 78-PVP -61
Key Words: Piping systems , Pulse excitation
Experiments are conducted in which a well-characterized
pressu re pulse is generated in a flat , open rectan gular loop
of stainless-steel pipe filled with water. The obj ective is to
determine the attenuation of the premire pulse as it propsgates through an elbow , as well as the effect of the location
end stiffness of the pipe supports at the elbows on the
attenuation. Th ree support locations and two suoport stiffnesses are examined .

79478

Rational and Economical Multicomponent Seismic
Design of Piping Sy stems

A.K. Gupta

lIT Research Inst., Chicago, IL , ASME Paper No.

78-PVP-84
~~~~~ -

-- - --

Key Words: Piping systems, Seismic design
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The seis
mic analysis of complex piping systems is carried out
by the response spect rum method. The maximum prob able
responses are calculated as the square root of the sum of the
squ are s (SASS) of the responses obtained in various modes
of v~iratlon for the three components of earthquake . A
coupling matrix is Introduced In the case of modes with
closely spaced freq uencies.

Key Words: Piping systems, Stiffness characteristics , G.o.
metric effects , Dynamic structural analysis
This paper developea techn ique, using an elast ic’piest ic finite
element code, to determine the local stiffness characterist ics
of specific geometries. An example is p resented which cornpares a typical pipin g/restraint sy stem ana lysis with end
withou t consideration of this stiffne ss.

79479
Siuplified Seismic Analysis Method for Small Pipes
B,K . Niyogi
Brown and Root, Inc., Houston, TX , ASME Paper
No. 78-PVP-43

PLATES AND SHELLS
(Also see No. 422)
79482

Safety Margin of Containment
Impulsive Loading

Key Words: Pipes (tu bes), Seismic response

S.C.H. Lu
Lawrence

Seismic analysis of lower safety class and/or smaller size
pipes by simplified methods is performed. &mcing of the
seismic restraints Is based upon the following criteria: stre ss
criteria , deflection Criteria, and frequency criteria. An outline
of a procedure which Is simple to use and at the same time
very general , is given.

—

79484)
Dynamic Response of a High-Pressure Steam
as a Fos.l Fuel Power Plant

California ,

shells,

79.483

Finite Element Analysis of Air Pulse W ave Loaded
Single Thrown Concrete Plates (Analye Med Fuut
Ekmenlmetod av Luftstoetvaag~ selastade, Esike)-

The dynamic behavior of the h igh-pressure steam pipe in
the fossil fuel power plant of Unit No. 3 of TVA at Paradise ,
Kentucky, is investigated. Both natural vibrati on and the
dynamic response of the piping system subje cted to a ground
acceleration identical to that of the El Centro 1940 earthquake are stud ied . In the analysis , the pipe is assumed to be
fixed at both ends in one case ; in the other case , the upper
end of the pipe is connected to a shear beam th at represents
the boiler frame structu re. The effect of damping is also
inveati ad

sp aenda Betongplattor)

L. Nilsson and I. Johansson
Chalme rs Univ. of Tech,, Goteborg, Sweden, Rept.
No. FOA -C-2024-D4(A3), 72 pp (Nov 1977 )
(In Swed ish )

N78-29516

.
Key Words: M ates, Concrete, Pu lse excitat
ion , Finite olement technique

-

—

of

This paper is based on the results of s plane stra ir , large
displacement, elastic-plast ic, finite-element analy sis of a
thin cylindrical shell subjected to extern al pres sure pulses.
An analytical procedure is present ed for estimating the ul.
timste load capacity of the th in shell structure and , wbsequen dy, for quan tifying the design margins of safety for the
type of load s under consideration.

Key Words: Piping sy stems, Pipes (tubes), Seismic response,
Damping effects

— —

Univ.

Key Words:
Containment Structures , Cylindrical
Pulse excitation , Fini te element technique

C.T. Sun , H. La, J,L. Bogdanoff, and Y.F. Chou
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette , IN , ASM E Paper
No. 78-PVP-75

79.481
Consideration of Local Piping Stiffne ss in Dynamic
Analysis by Piping Systems with Nonlinear Restraints
E J Bracken
CombustIon Engineering, Inc., WIndsor , CT, ASM E
-- Paper t 78’fVPtOG ~~

Lab.,

Livermore,CA , ASME Paper No. 78-PVP -68

p
~~

-

Livermore

of Structu re s Under

A finite elemen: method was developed for dynamic stru’.tural analys is. Earlier development was aimed mainly at
lInear problem analyses , but now even several nonlinearlties
can be considered. The method Is potentially iuitud for
analysis of air pulse wave loaded concrete construct ions. A
two-dimensional calculat ion model for analy sis of reinforced- —
concrete constructions u nder olane- .ereu t piesentsd. Re- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~ w ith experimental

res
ults.
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79-484
Vibration of Skew Plates at Large Amplitudes Includ ing Shear and Rotatory Inertia Effects

M. Sathyamoorthy
Dept. of Aeronautical Engrg., Indian Inst. of Tech .,
Madras 600 036, India, Intl. J. Solids Struc., 14
(10), pp8 -880 (1978)13 figs, l0refs
~~

Key Words:
Skew plates , Flexural vibration , Transverse
shear deformation effects, Rotato ry Inertia effects
An approach to the large amplitude free, undamped flexura l
vibration of elastic, isotropic skew plates is developed with
the aid of Hamilton ’s principle taking into considerat ion the
effects of transverse shear and rotato ry inertia. On the basis
of an assumed vibration mode of the product form , the
relationship between the amplitude and period is studied
for skew plates of variou s aspect ratios and skew angles
clamped along the boundaries ,

:- — --

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

—.---

vibrations of moderately thick rectangular plates is studied
in this paper. Finite element formulation is employed to
obtain the non-linear to linear period ratios for some rectan gular plates. A conforming finite element of rectangular
shape wherein the effects of shear deformation and rotatory
inertia era included , is developed and u sed for the analysis.
Results are presented forboth simply supported and clamped
boundary conditions .

79487

The Damping of Plate Vibration by Interfacial Slip
Between Layers
C.F. Beards arid I.M,A, Imam
Imper ial College of Science and Tech., Exhibitio n
Rd., London SW7 , UK , I ntl. J. Mach . Tool Des. Res.,
18(3), pp 131 -1 37 (1978) 7 fig s , l 6 refs

Key Words: Plates , Vibra tion damping

79.435

Effect of
of Plates

Accelerometer Mass on the Flexural Motion

N. Chang , D.P. Billi ngton , and D.A. N agy
Dep t. of Civil Engrg. , Princeton Univ., Princeton ,
NJ 08540 , In tl. J . Solids Struc., 14 (10), pp 851860 (1978) 7 figs , 1 table , 1 7 refs

The damping in plate typ e Structures can be significandy
increa sed by using laminated plates correctly fastened to
allow controlled interfac ial sl ip during vibration. The damping forces acting on a laminated plate to give max imum
damping and minimum response amplitude have been investigated for the first mode of plate vibration. The optimum
clamping force required for maximum damping has been
fou nd .

Key Words: Plates , Flexural vibration
When the flexura l acceleration of a plate is measu red by an
accelerometer, the mass of the accelerometer tends to reduce
th e magnitude of the acceleration. This study establishes
a simple analytical relation between the accelerometer
mass and the corre sponding reduction of acceleration. This
has been done by studying an idealized diffraction problem
for the plate flexura l waves.

79488

Computer Module for One Step Dynamic Response
of an Axisymmetric or Plane Linear Elastic Thin Shell
G.L. Goud reau

Me thod s Development Group, Law rence Livermore
Lab ., California Univ., Livermore , CA , Rept. No.
UCID-17730 , 17 pp ( Feb 1978)

N78-29512

79-486

Effect of Geometric Nonlinearity on the Fiee Flexura l Vibrations of Moderatel y Thick Rectangular

Plates
K .K . Raju , G,V.

Rao ,and

IS. Raju

Structura l Engrg . Div., Vikra m Sarabhai Space
Centre , Trivandrunl-695022 , India , Computers Struc ,,

9 ( 5), pp

441.444 (Nov 1978) S tables , 6 refs

Key Words:
Rectang ular plates , Flexural vibration , Geometric effects , Transverse shear deformation effect s, Rotetory inertia effects

The effect of gew str ic nonlineari ty on the free flexural

Key Words:

Shells, Dynamic response, Computer programs

A computer subprogram is offered as a module for coupling
axisymmetrlc or plane linear elastic thin shell to twodimensional flu id or solid continuum codes. Given the current geometry and part icle velocities and new interface
pressures, the subprogram computes th e new geometry and
particle velocities. The method is based upon the unconditionally stable Newmark or t rapezoidal method of implic it
time Integration. The shell formulation is taken from the
thin shell theo ry of Krau s with shear deformation. The
finite element formulation utilizes p iecewise linear expansions of membrane and transverse displacements as well as
the rotation. Utilizing the one point quadrature of Hughes ,
the method is accu ra te In the thin shell limit.
an
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79 489
Trau.ent Response of Thin , Thick , or Sandwich
Shells and Pies ure Vessels Subjected to Transient
Loads
D. Meredith and E.A. Witmer
Massachusetts Inst . of Tech., Cambridge , MA , ASME

--_.
~~~~~~~

t . Solid-Body Rotat ioss
C.W. i(itchens , Jr., N. Gerber , and R. Sedney
Ballistics Res. Lab., Army Ar m ament Res. and 0ev.
Command , Aberdeen Prov Ing Ground , MD, Rept.
No. ARBRL-TR -0208 1, AD-E430 078, 40 pp (June

Paper No. 78-PVP-35

1978)
AD-A0 57 759/3GA

Key Words: Pressure vessels, Shells, Sandwich structures ,
Transient response, Finite difference theory

Key Words:
Sloshing

The governing equations for the arbit rarHy-large-d eflection
elastic-plastic transient responses of variable thickness, multilayer, multlmaterlal, thin hard/or soft-bonded or thick h ardbonded shell, or pressure vessels are formul ated. These equations are then cast into finite-difference form for numerical
aolutlon. The shell material is assumed to be initially isotropic end to exhibit elastic , stra in’ha rdening . strain-rate
sensitive, viscoelastic, and temperature-dapendent behavior.
The structure may be subjected tea variety of initial velocity
distributions, Impulsive loads, and transient mechanical
and /or thermal loads. The transient response of a thin circular plate, a thick cylindrical panel , and a soft-bonded
three-layered panel are presented and compared with solutions from al ternative pr edictive technique s.

For application to liqu id-filled shell prob lems, the natural
fr equencies and decay rates of oscillations of liquids during
spin-u p in filled rotating cylinders are calculated . This part
describes in detail the method of solution for the general
case of spin-up, and presents results wh ich check with expei-imental and previou s theoretical data closely enough to confirm the reliability of the computational procedure .

79-490
Nonlinear

Flexural

Oscillations of

Shallow Spherical Shells
T .K .

Orthotropic

Varadan and K .A.V. Pandalai

Aeronautical Engrg. Dept., Indian Inst. of Tech.,
Mad ras 600036, IndIa , Computers Struc.,
(4),
pp 417-425 ( Oct 1978) 10 figs, 5 tables , 12 refs
Key Words:
tin

~~herica1 shells, Orthot ro plsrn , Flexural vibra-

The effect of curvature and polar orth otr opy on nonlinear

dynamic behavior of a shallow spherical shell is investigated ,

Numerical solutions based on an assumed two-term modeshape for the axisymmetr ic, forced (uniform pressure) and
free vibrations are obtained for different shell geometries
end orthotropic material constants. The results, when specialized for the case of isotropic material, are in good agreement
with those available in the literature. Based on a one-term
modeshape solution , the values of the geometric parameter
at which the transition from hardening to softening type
of nonlinearity takes place and where the reversal of the
softenin g trend occurs are obtained for differen t values of
the orthotropic constants,

79-491

Oacillations of a Liquid in a Rotatin g Cylinder. Part

Cylindrical

shells , Fluid-filled

contai ners,

79-492
Finite Element Analy sis of the Noise Inside a Mechanically Excited Cylinder
M. Petyt and S.P. Lim
Inst. of Sound and Vib ration Res,, Univ. of Southampton , UK , Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engr., 13 (1) ,
pp 109- 122 (1978) 4 figs , 4 tables, 25 rets
Key Words: Cylindrical shells, Finite element technique,
Acoustic response
.
.
. A finite element method is presented for pred icting
the
coupled structural-acoustic response of a flexible cylinder ,
which contains an acoustic medium and is excited by mechanical forces. The cylinder is represented by an existing
axisymmetric, cylindrical shell element. The acoustic space
inside the cy linder is modeled using a new axisymmetric .
acoustic ring element. The cro ss-section of the ring takes
the form of an eight mode, isoparametric element. The
coupled equations of motion for the cylinder and acoust ic
field are solved using modal analysis techniques. The numericel iteult s obtained are compared with results from an
experimental investigation which is also described .

79-493

Transient Response of Sheila with Internally Attached Structures
0. Ranlet and F .L. DiMaggio
Weldllnger AssocIates. 110 E. 59t h St., New York ,
NV 10022. Computers Struc ., 9 (5), pp 475-481
(Nov 1978) 5 refs
Key Words: Shells, Submerged stru ctures , Transient response
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Equations of motion are derived for die transient response,
to a shock wave, of a submerged shell with internal structures. A substructuring procedure . which doss riot require
calculation of a system stiffness matrix , is employed to
obtain these equations in a general manner for arbitrary

79-496
Analysis of Cable Net-Panel Roof System
E.P. Foster and F.W. Beaufait
Univ. of Tennessee at Nashville, TN 37235 , Cornputers Stru c., 9 (5), pp 501-521 (Nov 1978) 12 figs ,
4 refs

79,494

Computer programs

inter nai structures approx imated by finite element s,

Key Words:

Dynam ic Budding of Axiiymmetrie Spher ical Cape
with Initial Imperfections
R , Kao and N. Perrone
Dept. of Civil, Mach. and Environmenta l Engrg .

The George Washington Univ., Washington, D.C.
20052 , Computers Struc., 9 (5), pp 463-473 (Nov
1978) 14 figs , 2 tables, 18 refs

Cables, Panels, Roofs, Susp.ndsd structures,

The study presented In th is paper deals with the analysis
of a cable net roof system with precast panels wh ich are
prestrSSSed to increase the stiffness of th . system . A com-

puter program was developed to analyze a cable net roof
structure and an experimental investigation was carried
out to verify the theoretical ana lysis performed by the coinputer program and to study the response of a cable netpanel system during the prestreseing of the panels.

Key Words: Shells, Caps lsupports), Initial deformation
effect s, Dy namic buckling
Dynam ic buckling loads are obtained for axisymmetric
spherical caps with initial imperfections . Two types of loading are considered , namely, step loading with infinite duratin and right triangular pulse. Solutions of perfect spherical
caps u nder step loading are in excellent agreement with
previous findinga. Results show that init ial imperfections do
indeed have the effect of reducing the buckling capacity
for both dynamic and static responses, although they are
affected in a different manner.

79-497
Applicability of Structural Wall Test Results to
Seisenic Design of Nuclear Facilities
H G . Russell , R.G. Oesterle , A.E. Fiorato , and W.G.
Cor ley

Portland Cement Assn , Old Orchard Rd., Skokie ,
I L 60076 , Nu cI. Engr. Des., 50 ( 1) . pp 49-56 (1978)
5 figs , 35 refs
Key Words: Structural members , Walls, Reinforced concrete,
Nuclear power plants, Ear thquake resistant structures

STRUCTURAL

A review of tests on eart hquake-resistant reinforced concrete
structural walls is presented . Laboratory tests of isolated
walls and construct Ion joints are discussed. Where approp riate , design recommendations are given.

Prediction Methods for the Sound Trannuission of
Building Elements
B.H. Sharp

SYSTEMS

(Also see Nos. 409 . 410 , 416 , 517)

79-495

Wyle LabsjWyle Research, 2361 Jefferson Davis
Hwy., Suite 404 , Arlington, VA 22202, Noise Con-

ABSORBER
(Also see No. 424)

trol Engr., 11 (2), pp 53-63 (Sept/Oct 1978) l4fi gs ,

8 ref s

Key Words: Sound transmission loss, Prediction techn ique s,
Structural members
Existing techniq ues for predicting sound transmission loss
genera lly provide unrea list ic values for all but the simplest
type of building elements. The author describes en improved
pred iction procedure and gives examples of its application.

79-498
Simulat ion of

P.Y . Chang

Collision Model Taste

Hydronautics ,

Inc., Laurel, MD , Rept . No. MARD-820-78036,209 pp (Mar 1978)

P8-284 506/3G A
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Key Words: Simulat ion, Energy absorptIon , Nuclear powerad ships, Ship hulls, Collision ,..aerdi (ships), Mathematical

models, Computer programs

The simulation of collision model tests of ships Is presented
In th Is report. The ob~actlvs of this simulation Is to velideSe
the methods of analysis, the mathematical model. and the
computer program for analysis and design of the collision
protection bsrfler structures- The rasults are compared with
those obtained from the collision model tests. (Portions of
this document are not fully legible).

of wave loads on a gravity platform , response motions of
a moored barge, and compar isons with laboratory data on
the mooring loads and response of a tethered buoyant pieSfomi , and on the wave loading, response and efficiency of

two wave energy absorbing devices.

NOISE REDUCTION
79-501

79499

The

Development and Validstion of a Msthematical
Model for the Design of Protection Bathers for Nuele.r Powered Shipa

P.V . Chang

Hydronautics . Inc., Laurel , MD, Rapt. No. MA-RD-

920-78037, 130 pp
P8-284 17410GA

(Mar

1978)

Key Words: Mathematical models, Energy abaovber*, Nuclear
powered ships, Ship hulls , Computer programs, Finite alement technique, Collision research (ship.)
A mathematical model for the analys is and design of protaction barrier structures is developed. The analys is procedure
is based on the collapse thso rsms, i..., the Upper Bound
Theorem and the Lower Bound Theorem. The collision
prot ection barrier is analyzed by a finite element program
with capabilit ies of nonlinear and elastoplastic analysis. The
results obtained from the mathematical model are compared
with those obtained from the collision model t55t$.

Control of Hydraulic System Noise in a M~ itary
Vehicle

R .N. Baker
H .L. Blath tord , Inc., SAE Paper No. 780758, 12 pp.
l3figs , 7 refs
Kay Words:

Hydraulic equipment,

MIlitary vehicles, Off.hlghway vehicles

Noise control , Tracks,

natrotet noise conirois were developed to reduce the noIse
exposure of the operator of a large Army forklift tra ck.
Various noise sources we studied and modified. Th. overall
success of the pro gram Is determined by the reduction
~~~~~~~~ In hydraulic system noise reaching the operator
by airborne , fluid-borne and structure-borne paths. Practical
retrof it modifications to reduce hydr au lic system noise
include component replacement, Introduction of flexible
fluid lines, vibration isolation and vibration damping.

79-502

Practical

Methods for Reducing H ydraulic Noise

G.E.Maroney and J.D.Harris
Fluid Power Research Ctr., Oklahoma State Univ.,
OK , SAE Paper No. 780757, 12 pp. 7 f igs, 3 tables ,
l3refs

79-500

Applieations of Wave Diffraction Theory

R.G. Standing

National Maritime Inst., Feltham , Middlese x , UK ,
Intl. J. Numer. Methods Engr., 13 (1), pp 49-72
(1978) l3fig s , 2o refs
Moorings , Energy absorption , Water w~~e$,
Key Words:
Wave diffraction , Comp uter prog rams
A computer program , originally developed to predict wave
loads on large-d iameter fixed offshore structu res, has been
modified to compute added masses, damping coefficients
end respo
nse motions of free-floating and moored rigid sys
tam,. It is now being extended to predict mul tI-degree-offreedom responses of art iculated structures, pa
rticularly
wave energy absorbing devices. The structure is- modeled
by surface sinpilar itles (point sources ) In potential flow . The

boundary conditlons, fluld end structure equations of motion

are linearized. Engineer ing applications Include the predictIon

Key Words: Hydraulic equ ipment, Noiss reduction , Offvehicles

h igh way

This- paper discusses the control of hydraulic noise along the
v ibrat ion and pres sure ripple transmission paths. The basic
theories of structureborne and flu Idborne noise control are
d iscussed. The examples include quantitativ e results.

Partial

Encloasrea Control Noise Exposure in a SheetSteel Manufacturing Plant
RE. Manning and C.R. Listwak
United States Steel Corp., Monroeville , PA , S/V .
,
SoUnd VI b., 12 (20), PP 1219 (OCt 1978) 18 figs
,
2 tables
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Key Words:

end future methods and means In nois, abatement.

Enclosures. Noise reduction, Industrial facilItIes

The development and evaluation of partial acoustical endos-urea, for noise control at specific locations in a sheetsteel plant , are described.

ACTIVE ISOLATION
79-507
Active Controla TOCIU*OIOCJ to Maxiniae Structural Effiesency

79-504

A Stud y of the Packaging of a Small Engine (Jef
Report. Relati onship Between Vibration and Noise)

J.M. Hoy and J.M. Arnold
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, WA , In:
CTO L Trans ort Technol., Langley Res. Center ,
~
NASA ,pp 709-732 (1978)
N78-29053

M. Fukuda,H. Izumi,and V. Ushij ima
Yamaguchi Univ., Ube ,Japan, Bull. JSME,—
21 (15~),
pp 1371-1377 (Sept 1978) 10 figs,5 refs
Kay Words:

Enclosures, Engine noise,

Noise reduction

-

Noise sources of an engine can be roughly classified Into

Key Words: Active flutter control, Aircraft

79-505

The impl ication of the dependence on active controls technology during the design phase of transport structures is
considered . Critical loading cond itions are discussed along
with probable ways of alleviating these loads. The significence of certain flutter suppression system criteria Is cxamined.

exhsust noise, suction noise and engine surface noise. This
paper shows the relation between the noise and vibrat ion of
a package enclosing a small engine.

A Stud y of the Packaging of a Small Engine (2nd
Report. Theoret ical Investigation of the Sound
Insulation Effect of
~~~~~r)
M. Fukuda and K. Kido
Yamaguchi Univ., Ube , Japan, Bull. JSME, 21 (159),
pp 1378-1384 (Sept 1978) 4 figs, I table, 4 refs

AIRCRAFT

-

Key Words:

(Also see Nos. 447 . 448, 462, 507, 529, 541)

79-508

Enclosures, Engine noise, Noise reduct ion

Aerodynasnic Characteristics of Fighter Conflgurationa Dur ing Spin Entries and Developed Spins

In this- paper the sound attenuation effect of the package is
analyzed theoretically for en enclosed engine, and theoretical
equations are obtained for two cases where the dimension of
package is very large compared-with the wavelength of sound
wave and where the dimension is very small compared with
the wavelength. Theoretical analysis is performed regardIng
the sou nd transmission loss of various types of package walls
and some interesting results are obtained.
,

-

-

A
ng in
L~
Langley Res. Center , NASA , Hampton , VA , J. Aircraft , 15 (11), pp 769-776 (Nov 1978) 14 figs , 1
table,12 rets

Key Words: Aerodynamic characteristIcs, Aircraf
t
The NASA Langley Research Center is currently conducting
a stall/spin research program to define fighter aerodynam ics
applicable during spin entries and developed spins and to
develop analytical methods to use such measured aerodynamics for theo r etically calculating these spin motions.
Some static, forced -oscillati
on, and continuous rotatIon
aerody nam ic data have been measured for several current
fighter models over a las-ge post-stall angle-of-attack range.
This paper discusses these aerodynam ic data and illustrates
both the extremely nonlinear dependence of such date on
several variables and the correlation that exists between the
three types of measured aerody namics. The current andytical methods for using these aerodynamics to calculate
spin entry and developed spin motions ar e dlicusasd and
correlated with experimentally obtained spins.

79.506

EBC Noise Abatement Symposium A Sa mmary
Noise Contro l Vib. Isolation , 9 (8), pp 338.339
~O Ct 1~ 7°’
.

—

Key Words: Noise reduction , I ndu strial facilities

•

The noise abatement symposium in the field of brewing and
mailing, held by the European Brewery Convention In
Denmark , in November 1977, is summarized, The program
was divided into three parts : noise and its influence on man ;
experiences with noise abatement in the brewing industry ;
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79-509
Probability that the Propagation of an Undetected
Fatigue Crack Will N ot Came a Stractural FalIWC
.
J .R. Gebman and P .C. Par is
Rand Corp., Santa Monica , CA,, Rept. No. RAND/R
2238-RC ,80 pp

(June 1978)
AD-A057 335/2GA

Key Words: Aircraft , Failure analysis , Crack propagation ,
Probability theory
This report presents a procedure for calculating the probability that an element has not failed , as a function of the crack
time and hence the crack s lengttt Computations

The report u ses data that an aircraft manufacturer developed
for the structural components/elements that current ly limit
the service life of an existing transport aircraft.

-

-

—-~ -- ~ - —

~~~~~~~~~~~

tlves of flutter speed wIth respect to stare parameters, are
appl ied to the problem of determ ining critical flutter configurations for a wing with multiple external ~ ores The
elementary steepest-descant method Is first applied to damonstrate the feasibility of the overall approach ; a more
efficie nt and reliable algorithm (rank-one-correction) Is later
Introduced to obtain a satisfactory search procedure. Applications to a two’and a four-variable problem are presented.
The method offers a useful alternative to current practices
and can reduce the potentIally catastrophic possibility of
“missing” critical store configurations.

79512
Flutter Prevention Means for Aircraft Prinary Flight
Control Surfaces

K .A.B. Macdo nald
Dept. of the Air Force,Washington, D.C., Rept . No.
AD-D005 074/0, lOpp (Apr 27 ,1978)
PAT-APPL -900 621/GA

79-510
Blast and Thermal Effects of Multiple Nuclear Bs~at
Exposure of Aircraft in a Base-Escape Mode
R .P. Yeghiayan , W .N. Lee, and J .P. Walsh
Kaman Avidyne , Burlington , MA , Rept . No. KA TR
146, DNA-4481F , 77 pp ( Oct 1977)
AD-A058 30% /3GA
Key Words: Aircraft , Nuclear explosion effects
Analytical methods are employed to investigate the enhancement or attenu ation of gust , overpressu ra , and thermal
radiation effects due to mult iple nuclear bursts in comparison with worst-case single burst exposure. The nuclear
attack scenario assumes placement of the simultaneous
nuclear bu rsts in a low-altitude planer hexagonal close-packed
configuration to damage aircraft in a bass-escape mode.
Symmetry considerations are taken into account in Investigating the possible aircraft position and flight path oi’Ienta-

-

~~

79-511
Applicatioss of Optinisation
Store flutter Prediction

R.R. Chipman and J.B.

Key Words: Act ive flutter control , Aircraft , Flutter
An apparatus attached to the flight
control surface designed
to lock the surface in a fixed and generally neutral position
when a hydraulic pressure failure occurs is described . A
spring loaded hydraulic actuator Is mounted in the fixed
wi ng structure but has an arm with a locking roller extending
into a wedge shaped recess in the adjacent movable ‘~ontrol
surface.

BIOENGINEERING
79-513
D~ te,~j~~~ ti~ n of a Dynamic Model for Urethane
Pr stlse~~ C
onudi
G. M. Smith , Y.C. Pao , and J .D. Fickes

Dept. of Engrg. Mechanics, Univ. of Nebraska .
Lincoln, NB 68508, Ex pt l. Mech ., 18 (10), pp 389395 (Oct 1978) 12 figs ,1 table , 8 refs

Technology

tO

W~~~

Malone

Grumman Aeroapace Cor p., Bethpage , NY , J . Aircraft 15 (11) pp 786-792 (Nov 19 8) 10 figs , 3
’
tables 14 ref s
Key Words: Wing stores, Flutter , OptImIzation. Steepest
descent method
Gradlentdirected numerical search techniques, using derive-

Key Wards: Bloenglneering. Prosthetic compounds, Ocgans
IbIological), Periodic excitatIon , Mathematical models
A frequency-response testing technique for determini ng the
dy namic behav ior of urethane prosthetic compounds is
discussed. Experimental preparation of strip specimens and
test results are presented. Sinu soIdal response data of the
tested strips are compared with three computer synthesizers
(vlscoelastic , viscous and complex modulus ) of the onedimensional wave equation for deciding on a modal which
best represents the material and subsequently calculating the
value of a dynamic l~ei factor. The closed farm solutions
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(or di. three mathematical models subject to sinu soIdal
boundary condItions eve expressed in terms of functions
which can be easily psugrammed for machIne computation
lx FORTRAN IV language involving complex arguments.

BRIDGES

(Also we Plo. 423)

ciples of structural mechanics; the shears on each frame due
to the lateral load effect and torsional effect are combined
algebraically;and liii) obtaining th e total shear force on each
frame by combining the total modal shears on that frame in
a root sum square manner .

79-516

Dynamic Re~~onae of Tspping Core Buildings

J.W.

AM. Abde$-Ghaffar

Pasadena , CA, Intl.

Key Words

Vibration Studine and Teats of a Su~~eaion B~idp

E ngrg., California Inst. of Technology,
J. Earthquake Engr. Struc . Dynam., 6 (5), pp 473-496 (Sept-Oct 1978) 13 figs,
6 tables, 10 rets
Dept.

of Civil

Key WordE Suspension bridges, Natural frequ.ncles ~Trafficinduced vibrations
The natural frequencies of the San Pedro-Terminal Island
Suspension Bridge were determined by measuring traffic-excited vertical vibrations with sensItive edarnometan mounted
at various locations on the bridge - ‘fl ~ Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the recorded vertical movements was computed
and plotted. The measurements revealed a wide band of
natural frequencies. Th. results for the vert ical and torsional
natural frequencies were corveiat,~ ~~~~ t~ s ~~~~~~
quencles. Th. results of th, field meesurements ~~~~~
reasonable agreement with the computed values.

BUILDING
79-515
Response Spectrum Technic1ue. for Asyonnetne
Buildings
A. Rutenberg, T. Hsu , and W. K. Tso
Technion-lsrael Inst. of Tech., Haifa , Israel, Intl.
4~~7J - Eart”..q’uake En gr. ~~t ruc . ~~ ‘Y corn ‘ st 15t~ ‘
~
~
435 ( Sept/Oct 1978) 11 figs, 17 refs
Key Words: Buildings, Asymmetry, Sesimic response spectra .

Torsional response

Th. effect of torsion on ascii lateral load resisting element of
asymmetrical buildings In tin context of the response spectrum technique I, calculated. Methods of this calculation
consist of: (I) obtaining the model siteur and torque on the
building by the response spectrum technIque; (ii ) computIng
the total modal shear forces on each fram, by resolving the
modal sheer and torque on the building according to pu n-

-~~~~~

Meek

A ug. Prien Construction Co., Hamburg, Germany,
Intl. 3. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam., 6 (5),
pp 437-454 (Sept/Oct 1978) 12 figs, 12 r efs

79.514

-
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Multistory buIldIngs,

Ea’thqualce response

Core-con tainIng structures ,

A method 1* described for including the effects of tipping

In the analysis of multisto ry core-braced structures. Curves
are presented wh ich summarize the maxImum response to
both pulse and earthquake excitations; these date are elucidated via a typical design example.

79-517
Highlights of an Expetinental Investigation of the
Se..nic Performance of Structural Walls
.
A.E. Fiorato , R .G. Oesterle, P.H . K aar , G.B. Barney,

and B.G. Rabbat

Construction Technology Labs., Portland Cement
Assn., Skokie , IL, Rept. No. NSF/RA-760851 , 13
pp ( Mar 30, 1976)

P8-284 678/OGA

Key Words : Buildings, Walls, Earthquake resistant structures,
Reinforced concre te
Design crIteria are developed for reinforced concrete stnsctural walls used as literal br acing In eaflhquake-vesiitant
buildings. Primary items of Interest include the ductility,
capacity, and strength of structur al watts.
‘~‘~~ dissipation
This paper describes the high ligh ts of the experimental
investigation wh ich consists of fou r parts: Isolated walls
are subjected to reversing in-plane loads; structural wall
systems are subj ected to proof testi of coupled walls and
frame-wall structures; an Investigation Is conducted of the
stress versus strain characteristics of confined concrete ; and
n investigation is conducted of the behavior of coupling
e

bsadi5 subji ctsd to reversed loading.

79-518
On luthitic R esponse Spectra for Aseisseic Dealga
S S.P. Lai , J .M. Biggs, and E.H. Vanmarcke

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Constructed Facilities Div ., Massachusetts Inst. of

Studies conducted In Europe Indicated a need for a vibrating
road roller in the 10 ton size. CombIning major components
of an existing wheel loader and an existing vibrating roller
provides a vehicle configuration matched to the customer

Tech ., Cambridge, MA ,

Rept. No. R78-18, MIT-CER78-18 155 pp (Ju lu 1978)
~~~~ ~~~ ~~

Key Words:

need for

the lust development and tooling cost.

Buildings, Framed structures, Earthquake

rasietant structures, Computer programs

HELIC OPTE RS
( See Nos. 540,548)

The sources of variability In inelastic response spectra , namely, strong ground motion duration , ductility level, and vieanus damping ratio , are investigated. 9y comparing the
‘Inelastic response ratios,’ new inelastic response spectra are
proposed. Based upon simulation studies, semi-empirical

HUMAN

modifications to an elesto-plastic random vibration model
are suggested. The resulting probabilistic predictions of the

(Also see No. 408)

inelastic response are compatible with those obtained by tim.
history analysis

79-521
Commercial Airpost Operations and Community
Noise Criteria

79.519
Tentative Provielona for the Development of Seiunic

J.E. Mabry and B.M.S. Sullivan
Man-Ac oustics and Noise , Inc., Seattle , WA , Rept.
No. MAN-1031 , FAA-RD-78-36, 77 pp (Mar 1978)
AD-A057 45117GA

Regislations for Bulldings

Center for Bldg. Tech., National Engrg. Lab. (NBS),
Washington , D.C., Rept. No. NBS-SP-510, NSF-789,549 pp (June 1978)
Sponsored by the Nationa l Science Foundation

Key Words:

Aircraft noise, I-lumen response

This study program involved response of 48 persons to
seven dIfferent simulated commercial airport noise environments. Each expos
ure period was of 1-~ hou rs duration and
subjects experienced and rated sight of these 1-li hour noise
exposure periods. The test environments simulated a conventional living room environment. Number of aircraft noise
in~~~sions per exposure period ranged from 6 to 18 flyovers
and indoor Lpo (dBA) levels ranged from 38.9 to 52.1 dB.

PB-284 140/1GA

-

Key Words: BuIldings, Earthquake resistant structures,
Standards and codes

This document contains tentat ive seiati ic design provisions
for use in the development of selenic code regulations for
design and construction of buildings. The provisions are
comprehensive in nature and deal with earthquake resistant
design of the structu ral system, architectural and non-structurd elements and mechanical-electrical systems in buildings.
Both new and existing buildings are included. They embody several new concepts which are significant departures
from existIng seismic design pr ovisions.

ISOLATION
79.522

The Isolation of Vibration on Off-Shore Platforms
Noise Contro l Vib . Iso lat ion . 9 (8), p 337 (Oct
Key Words: Off-shore structures, Vibration isolation

7.5
The Richier A625 R oad R oller - Combining Maj or
Components of a Vibrating Road Roller and a Wheel
Loader to Create a New Machine
A E - Dannan an d J .H . ~err in
Ford Tracto r Operations , Ford Motor Co., SAE
Paper No. 780738, 8 pp, 7 figs, 1 table

The inclusion of Isolation bearings for the lIving quarters on
off-shore platforms in the North Sea, using structural antivibration bearings is deecribed . The bearings are of vulcanlzed laminate construction comprising reinforcement
pfl~ of high strength synthetic fabric bonded to an elastomerlc compound, modified by the inclusion of cellular
particles . The face plies are of a slightly dIfferent formulation
to facilit
ate bond ing so structural surfaces. Due to severe
operating conditions, exposed edges of the bearings era

Key Word s: Construction equipment, Vibratory techniques
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double coated with hypalon lacquer for addItIonal protection.

Key Wards:

quencIes
79-5Z1

Mechanical Isolation of Hydraulic

S.J. Skaistis
Sperry V ick ers
SAE t’ape r N~ - 780759 12
4 rots

~~~~~

An analysis of a general nature Is developed for the deternt (natlon of values of resonant frequencies and natural responas of stators of encased construction. The derived
frequency equation Is applicable to all modes of vibration
end can deliver information about 1l possible resonant
frequencies of a stator. The analysis is based on the threedimensional theory of elasticity ; arid it is capable of delivering information about not only the radial vibrations of
stators but also about the torsional and axial vibrations.
Simplified frequency equations are also derived from th e
general frequency equation for the special cases of uniform
vibrations along the stator circumference and along the stator
length.

Noun Source.

10 fi ~~~~
$ 2 tables
‘
‘

Key Words:
Hydrau lic equipment, Pumps , Off.h ighway
veh icles, Vibration Isolators
The vibratIon characteristics of hydraulic piston pumps and
other pertinent vibration sources era given to gu ide In designIng pump vIbration Isolation mountings. Mount configuration recommendations and design data are provided to
simplify the design effort.

PUMPS . TURBI NES, FANS,
COMPRESSO RS
(Also see No. 523)

MECHA NICAL
79-524

—

79,5~~

Seinnic Beh avior of Tall Liquid Storage Tanks
A. Miwa
Earthquake Engrg. Research Lab., California Univ.,
Richmond,CA, Rept. No. UCBIEERC-78/04, ~~ pp
(reb 1978)
P8-284 Dl 7/IGA

Se~~~ic Deign of Gyroacopic System s

G.J. Kurt Asmis and C.G. Duff
Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, Canada,

ASME Paper No. 78-PVP-44

Key Words:
ponents

Key Words: Storage tanks, Cylindrical shells, Fluid-filled
containers, Earthquake-resistant structures

—

Stators, Resonant frequencies. Natural fre-

Seismic design , Pum ps, Nuclear reactor com-

The Primary Heat Transport pumps were analyzed for
gyroscopic effect s during a seismic event It was found that
gyroscopic induced forces could be constrained to acceptable
values by providing close fitting, upper lateral seismic restraints.

This report discusses the results of an experimental program
in wh ich a scaled model of a grou nd supported, thi n-shell,
cylindrical liqu id storage tank with heigh t greater than
radius was subjected to simulated earthquake excitation.
Analytical InvestigatIons on out-of-round shell deformation
of cylindrical tanks are also presented . This experimental
program is the second phase of a research project in wh ich
various scaled tank models were tested to assess the epplicability of current seismic design practice to ground supported , thin-shell, cylindrical liquid storage tanks.

79-527

Install Comnpreasors for High Availability

c Jac k son

.

Aons anto ChemIca l Intermediates Co., Texas City,
~
TX , Hydrocarbon Processing, 57 (11), pp 243-249
.

(Nov 1978)16 figs, 3 refs

79-525
Theoretical sad Ezperhneistal Investigations on
Resonant Frequencies and Natural Respomu of
~ tato~ f Electrical Machines

Key Words: Compressors
Two 9,000 hp centrifugal trains have achieved over 99
percent avallabiilty in more than two years of operation.
The author describes how they are specified, selected, tested
and Installed.

R.S. Girg is
-

rh.D. Thesis , The Univ. of Saskatchewan (Canada)
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Dynamic Response
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‘
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N78-29877

of Lift Fans Subject to Varying

~~~~~

- — -- -~
~~

—____

-

Interaction: rail-wheel, High speed transports-

Key Words:

tion systems. Noise generation

J.M. Durk in and LH . Luehr
Aviation and Surface Effects Dept., David W. Taylor
Naval Ship Re.. and Dev. Center , Bethesda , MD ,
Rept. No. AER 0 1253, DTNSRDC-78/063, 18 pp

Equations are

given for the calculation of both the wheel!
rail and aerody namic noise levels and their predictions are
compared to peek noise levels measu red during the passage
of conventiona l fast trains , new high-speed trains , and megnetica lly levitated vehicles.

(July 1978)

AD-A057 292/5GA
Key Words: Fans , Dy namic response

79-531

An analytical investigation of the dynam ic performance of
a centrifugal lift fan was conducted to provide an explanat ion
for the behavior wh ich occurred when the fan was subjected
to a varying backpressure. A time-domain digital computer
program has been developed which integrates the rate of
change of fan flow with a varying backpressure. Good correlation is exhibited between test data end the computer
predictions at all frequencies.
-

Dynamic Response and Optinization of a Railroad

Freight
Car Under Periodic
and Stochastic Excita.
tioni

M.A. Samaha
Ph.D. Thesis , Conco rdia

79-529

- Systems i osse
- Technology
Psopuluon
~

Based on’ an effective nonlinear mathematical model , the
.
.
.
a large capacity railroad freigh t vehicle
are presented when the vehicle is subj ected to either a purely
periodic or a combination of periodic and random inputs
from the tracks. In this investigat ion, attention is mainly
devoted to the response of the vehicle system in itS rocking
mode which has been identified as n important problem
in the railroad industry . The equatior.~ of mot ion of rhe system are derived using Lagrange’s as well as force analysis
techniques. Solutions for the transient and steady state
rocking responses of the system , when subjected only to a
purely perIodic track excitation, are obtained using digital
Integration and analog simulation respectively.

. responses of
dynamic

CE. Feiler
Lewis Re.. Center , NASA , Cleveland , OH , In: CTOL
Transport Technol., Langley Re.. Center , NASA ,
pp 167-185 (June 1978)

-

N78-27056

-

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Engine noise, Fans, Noise iudUC

tiOn

Turbofan engine noise research relevant to conventional
aircraft is dIscussed. In the ares of fan noise, static to flight
noise differences are discussed and data are presented for two
different ways of simulating flight behavior. Bi pe marital
results from a ewept rotor tan design are presented . Acoustic
suppressor research ob~ectlves centered around th, effect
of the wave system generated by the fan stage that is the
ioput to the treetment. A simplifying and unifying parameter, mode cutoff ratio was described .

•
•

79.532

4~~ 1ytimI Modeling of Gu.deway Roug hnese
B. Mud unur i
Ph .D. Thesis , The Univ. of Texa s at Arlington , 186 pp
(1978)
UM 782 1197

RAIL

Key Words:

Gu ideweys, Track roughness, Surface rough-

n ess, Mathematical models

79.530

The Predictio, of Aerodynamic and Wheel/Rail
Noise Generated by 111gb-Speed Trams

W - F - Ki

(Canada) (1978)

Key Words: Railroad cars, Period ic excitation , Stochastic
processes, Mathematical models, Suspension systems (yehId es)

-1

-

Univ.

The pu rpose of this study is to relate the power spectral
density (PSD ) associated with a gu ideway to various ir-

regularity sources each as terrain irregularities, construction
errors, and surface roughness irregularitieL Th. study is
aimed at formulation of analytical models for surface roughness type irregularities and constrained terrain Irregularities,
and to determine the effects of various irrsgularity sources
on ride quality . The f Irst part of the study pertains t o model-

III

Inst. f. Tur bulenzforschu ng , Deutsche Forschungsund Versuchsanstalt f . Luft - und Raumfahrt , Berlin ,
West Germany, Rept. No. DLR 18257 -77/ 14 , 34 pp
(1977)
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Ing of short wavelength irregulari ties assoc iated with a gu ideway profile resulting from concrete surface roughness,
foundation settlement, etc. The second par t of the study
concerns the derivation of an analytical model for conness The third part of th

analysis.
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79.535

Acoustic Pressure Distribution in
Annular Cavity Rounded by Rigid Walls
M K A -Y n
The Babcock & Wilcox Co., Lync hburg , VA , ASM E
Pwnp-Induce d

an

Paper No. 78-PVP-69
Key Words:

,..‘-O
~
nEAt..
I
~~~

(Also see Nos. 421, 422 . 497 . 526 )

79.533

Sesnnic Analyis of the Main Steam System for
600-MWe CAN DU Stations
E.B. Deksnis
-

Canatom Ltd., Montrea l , Quebec ,
Paper No. 78-PVP-87

Canada , ASM E

Key Words: Nuclear power plants , Piping
response,Mathemati
cal models

systems, Seismic

main steam leads for a typ ical-CANDU 600-MWe nuclear

The

generating station constitute a relatively light and flexIble
system multIply-connected to several relatively massive and
stiff structures that can move independently of one another
in response to an earthquake . Conservat ive bounds on the
seismic response of the system have been calculated from
dynamic analyses of a mathematical model showing the
interaction of pipi ng with the structures.

F..

•

ma co.i

“

Response Spect rum Method with Reidua l Teams
J .K. Biswas and C.G. Duff
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Mississauga , Ontario ,
Canada ASM E Paper No. 78-PvP-79
Key Words: Nuclear reactor components , Nuclear power
plant s, Seismic response, Response spectra

•

Th is paper pre sents a modificati on of the response spectrum
method intended to be u sed for seismic analysi s of systems
and components in nuclear power plants. It combines the
response from the first few modes, together wi t
h residual
terms to account for the higher modes. The proposed procedure rectif les th u limitation and produces realistic responses at all points. The seismic response of an example
tank is wor ked out using the proposed method. The results
are compared with that obteined from the time-history
method and found to have reasonable agreement.

•
•

This paper describes en analytica l method for estimating the
coolant pump-induced acoustic pressure distribution In the
inlet annulus of a pre ssurized water reactor. The phenomenon of beating due to slight differences in the pump blsde
passing frequencie s is included in this analysis. An experiment based on a simple laboratory model is carr ied out to
verify the theory, using small loudspeakers to simulate the
pumps and air as the fluid medium.

-

79436

Nonlinear Effects i~ Dynamic Analy is and Deign
of Nuclear Power Plant Components: Research Status

*nd N~eda
M. Stoy kov ich
Burns and Roe , Inc., 185 Crossways Park Dr., Woodbury , NY 11797 , NucI. Engr. Des., 50 (1) , pp 93114 (1978) 9 figs, 4 tables , 78 refs

•

Kay Words: Nuclear power plants , Nuclear reactor cornponents, Nonlinear theories , Interaction: structure-foundst iers , Seismic response, Computer programs
This paper encompasses nonlinear effects in dy nam ic analyiii and design of nuclear power plant facilities. The histo ry
of plast icity as a science is br iefly discu ssed, and nonlinear
cases of special interest are descri bed . Approaches to some
of the nonlinear problems are presented. These include tP~
nonlinearity due to foundation-structure interaction associated with the base slab uplift during seismic disturbances,
the nonlinear base-isolation system for the reduction of
earthquake -generated forces and deformations of superitrucrures, nonlinear systems having restoring-force functions in
case of gaps and lift-o ff conditi ons, and nonlinearity of
viscoelastic systems due to inelastic deformations. Available
computer program s infor mation for the solution of various
types of nonlinear problems are provided . Advantages and
disadvantages of som. of the nonlinear and linear analyses
are discussed . Comparison of some nonlinear and linear
results of analyses are pres ented .

-

-

79 537
Rese~~ k Needs Aamdated with Seiamie Load on
ud~~ Power Plants

J.D. Stevenson
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J.D. Stevenson, Consultants , Div. of Arthur G. McKee
and Co., Cleveland , OH 44131 , NucI. Engr .
50 (1), pp 63-70 (1978) 2 figs , 4 tables, 7 refs

~~~~~~~ ,

the response of

containments to seismic effects and to serve
improved design methods for reinforced
concrete containments.
as the basis for

Key Words: Nuclear power plants, Seismic design

A research program aimed at providing the desired level of

NE

79-540
Review of Eng ine/Airframe/Drive

Train Dynamic

Inter face Development Prob lems

79-538

Seinmc Design Margins for CANDU-PHW Nuclear
-

Power Plants

CG Duff
Atomic Energy of Canada . Ltd., Mississauga , Ontario ,
Canada , ASME Pap
er No. 78-PVP-38

W.J. Twome y and E.H. Ham
Sikorsk y Aircraft Div., United Technologies Corp.,
Stratfo rd , CT , Rept. No. SER-510003, USARTL-TR78-13 , 129 pp (Ju nel9l8j
AD-A057 932/6GA
Key Words:

Helicopter engines, Forced vibration, Self-

Key Words: Nuclear power plants, Seismic design

excited vibrations

An adequate design seismic ground motion for a CANDUPHW nuclear power plant is difficult to determine , especially
from limited earthquake records with an absence of act ive
faults. An acceptably low overal l probabi lity of exceedence
for the design basis earthquake effect on the NPP 15 POstU~
lated, consideri ng 085GM u sed, response spectru m and
damping chosen , nonlinearitles, mesa-coupling effects , and
reverse strength . Factors of assurance are defined , with
examples, showing the conservatism in the design of an
NPP for possible earthquakes and the considerable seismic
design margins which are availab le.

The coupled inter action between two or more helicopter
subsystems has often been the source of vibration problems pro ~~ ms often costly and time-consum ing to correct b causs
they have not surfaced until the design and development
of the individual subsystems is far advanced. This report
gives a review of Sikorsky experience with such problems
over the past twenty years of developing gas turbine powered
helicopters. The problem s presented include forced vibration
problems (wherein the excitations come from either aerodynamic loads on the main roto r , or mechan ical imbalances
In the engine/drive train), self-excited vibrations, and a
trans ient response problem.

79-539

Seismic Effects in Secondary Containments: Research

79-541

Noise Psediction Technology for CTOL Aircraft

Needs
P. Gergely and R.N. White
Dept . of Structural Engrg ., Cornell Univ., Ithaca ,
NY 14853 , NucI . Engr . Des., 50 (1), pp 4l-47 (1978)
2 figs , 15 refs

J.P. Raney
Langley Res. Center , NASA , Langley Station , VA ,
In: CTOL Transport Technol., Langley Res. Ctr .,
NASA ,pp 805-818 (1978)
N78-29057

Key Words: Cont
ainment structures, Reinforced concrete,

Key Words: Aircraft engines. Noise prediction

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the statu s of current
and projected research on the behavior of nonprestressed
secondary containment structures carrying combined presaarization and seismic th ea,. Ongoing experimenta l research
at Cornel l University on specimens carrying combined
biaxial tension and static cyclic shear is described, The remainder of the paper tr eat s research needed to batter pred ict

The application of a new aircraft noise prediction program
to CTO L noise prediction is outlined . Noise prediction is
based on semiempirical methods for each of the propulsive
system noise sou rces, such as the fan , the combustor , the
tu rbine, and jet mixing, with noise-critical parameter values
derived from the thermodynamic cycle of the engine. Cornparisons of measured and predicted noise levels for existing
CTOL alrcrsft Indicate an acceptable level of accuracy.

Seismic excitation

-•

-

-

seismic resistance of nuclear power plants in a cost-effective
manner is proposed. The results of such a research program
provide direct measurement of seismic design parameters
associated with load ings wh ich closely simulate real strong
motion characteristics on major structural and mechanical
systems.
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79-542

Low Vibra tion 20 HP M ini-RPV Engine

GE. Abercro mbie and A.G. Bennett

Bennett Aero technica i Cor p., Auburn , AL, SAE
Pa per No . 780764 , 8 pp, 3 Vigs, 2 r ef S

’
r

-

---— .- -

-

—

-

-

angular acceleration between successive cr ank shaft rotat ions.
It is approximately proportional to cha nges of mean torque
or mean pressure effective during on. rotation of the crankshaft. The method consists of measuring the time durations
for successive crank shaft rotations by inductive pickup and
calculating the roughness by a digital circu it.

Key Words: Aircraft engines, Engine vibration

79-543
Influences on Engine Roughness of Otto Engines
(Einflüsse auf die Laufunndse von Ottomotoren)
H.P. Lenz , M. Akh lag hi , and F. Bamer
Institut f. Verbrennungs skraft masc hinen und Krafttahrwesen der technischen Universität Getre idemarkt
9, A-1060 Wien , Austria , MTZ Motortech. Z., 39
(7/8), pp 313-317 (July /Aug 1978) 9 fi gs , 12 refs
(ln Gerrnan)
Key Words: Engine roughness, Otto engines
The reasons for the engine rough ness of an Otto engine were
investigated. The effects of air-fuel ratio , rpm torque,
ignition timing, exhai st back pressure , and tu rbulence as
well as structural parameters of the engine , exhaist-pipe
shape , and kind of air-fuel mixtu re on the engine rou ghness ,
were determined .

ROAD

(See Not 406, 407)

ROTOR S
79-545
An Inveatigation of Rotor Noise Generation by
Aerodynamic Disturbance

CE. Wh itf ield
Dept. of Trans port Tech., Loughboro ugh Univ. of
Tech. , UK , Rept. No. NASA-CR-i 57571; TT-77 11 ,
135 pp (Sept 1977)
Sponsored by NASA
N78-2987o
Key

Noise generation

An open rotor was considered as a process for converting
an unsteady velocity inf low into sound radiation. With the
aid of crude assum ptions , aero-acoustic transfer functions
were defined theoretically for both discrete frequency and
broad band noise. A study of the validity of these transfer
fu nctions yielded results which show good agreement at
discrete frequencies though sligh tly less good for broad band
noise.

SHIP

79-544
A Sunpk Objective Method for Measuring the Engine
R oughness (Em einfach es und objektives Momverfahrem für die Laufun nihe)

Bianchi and R. Latsch
Theodor-Heuss-Str. 8, D-7141 , Hochdorf , MTZ
Motortech. Z. , 39 (7/8) , pp 303-309 (July/Aug
1978) 7 figs , 24 reis
(In German )

Rotors (machine elements ),

Words:

(Also see Not 404, 405, 424, 444 . 445,

468. 498 , 499 , 522)

V.

Kay Words: Engine roughness, Otto engines
This paper report s on a rather simple method for object Ively
measuring the engine roughness of the Otto engine. The
measured quantity corresponds to changes of the mean

~~~~~~~~~~~

The Dynamici of Offtho re Gravity Platforms: Seine
Innghts Afforded by a Two Degree of Fseedasn
Model
RE. Taylor and P.E. Duncan
Dept. of Mech. Engrg. , Universit y College London ,
U K , Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam ., 6 (5).
pp 455-472 (Sept /Oct 1978) 10 figs , I table , 9 rets
-

Key Words: Offshore structures, Water waves, Fi nite element
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The recent advent of small remotely’ piloted aircraft as
tools for both militar y and civilian missions has sets requirement for reliable , low vibration , compact, recip rocating
engines in a power range where such engines have not previously been available. A new twin crank , geared output
engine is being developed to satisfy this requirement. The
special feature of this engine is its very low vibration. An
analys is and the resulting balance criterion that gives this
low vibration is presented.

-

~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

for mounting shakers, the forces and frequencies to deice,

techniques

r

This paper presents some findin gs of an Investigation Into
the dy namic behavior of offshore gravity platforms excited
by waves. Results obtained from e finite element modal are
presented in the form of dynamic magnification factor curves
for two structures typ ical of current concrete platform designs. A simple two degree of freedom model is developed
and the equivalent results presented.

types of shakers, concept effect iveness, energy requirements,
system reliability, system malntalnablllty , weights, costs,
aircraft performance penalties, Impact on countermeexire
methods, effects on aIrcraft components, and appl icability
to main and tell rotor blades of both metal and composite
construction, Ratings of systems to vibrate blades are corn pared ; electrical control diagrams for shaker mechani sms
are presented; and results of a breadboard test are included,
A bibliography Is prewnad of reports pertinent to vibrat ional delcing of rotor blades.

79-547
The Dynamics of Offáore Struct ure s Evaluated by

•

Boundary Integral Techniques

Taylor and J .B. Waite
Dept . of Mech . Engrg ., Universit y College Londo n,
Torrington Place , London , UK , Intl . J. Numer. Methods Engr., 13 (1), pp 73-92 (1978) 12 figs , 15 refs
R.E .

Key Words: Offshore structures, Interaction: structure-fluid,
Modal analysis
This paper is concerned with the dor posent of tranøer
functions for the dynamic reapoou of multldagree-of-freedam offshore structures, excited by sinusoidal waves. The
problem is formulated io terms of the pri nc~ al modes of the
structu re vibrating freely in vacuo. The hydrodynansic andy$15 IS performed through use of a di~ ribution of Vd~~~
on the submerged surface of the structure, which leads to
an approximate solution satisfying the boundary condition
on the fl u id-structure interface at a discrete set of points,
General ized forces are obtained corresponding both to
excitation by waves and to the hydrodynam ic reactions
indoced by motions of the structure: die latter are expressed
in terms of added mass and damping matrices. Results are
given for simple geometries to illustrate the approach .

USEFUL APPLICATION

79-548

Protection for Helicopter Roto r Blades
HE. Lemont and H. Upton
Bell Helicopter Textron, Fort Worth , TX , Rept. No.
USAAMRDL -TR-77-29 , 174 pp (June 1978)
AD A057 329 /5GA

‘

P1k Driver with High-Frequency Vibrator

G. Einaudi
RIV-SKF , Turin , Ball Bearing J .,
(Oct 1978) 3 figs

197 ,

pp 12-14

Key Words: Vibrators (machinery), Pile drivers
An Italian firm manufactures vibrating units, vibrators. for
driving and extracting various types of pile. The vibrator is
suspended from a mobile crane and acts on the suspended piles by vert ical vibrations combined with a constant pressure
or tensional force. The vibrations are generated by eight
eccentric masses mounted on two shafts wh ich rotate in
apposite directions. The speed and length of stroke can be
easily changed to suit the size and mass of the piles and the
grund
o conditions. Th. shafts are supported in spheric al
roller bearings of the type developed by SKF specially for
vibrating appl ications.

79-550

The Action of the Cello at the Wolf Tone

I.M. Firth
School of Physical Sciences, Univ. of St. Andrews,
North Haugh, St. Andrews, Fife , U K , Acustica,
39 (4), pp 252-263 (Mar 1978) 15 figs, 1 table,
10 ref s
Key Words:

Musical instruments , Violins, Strings, Plates,

Vibrator y Ice

Coupled response

Key Words: Rotary wings, Helicopter rotors, Deicing systems, Vibratory techniques, Shakers

Detailed observations of the spectral content of the wolf tone
show that the non4,near action of the bow-string contact is
important in its production. Input mechanical admittance
measurements , and interference holograph ic tech n iques confirm that the wolf tone is caused by the coupling between the
string and the first mode of vibration of the top plate. Input
reactance is calculated, and in the region of the wolf , passes
through z ero three times confirming the treatment of this defact in the cello on the basis of the analogous circuit for the
instrument. Oth er measu rements support the introduction of
a criterion to determine when an instru ment of the violin
family will wolf.

This report p resents the results of a study on vibrational
deicing of main and tail rotor blades through higher harmonic
shaking of the blades with aerodyn amic, mechanical , and
hydraul ic shakers. Studies were made of various locations
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